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Chapter 1  
Introduction about Topological Insulators 
1.1. A Brief History of Topological Insulators 
Topological insulator (TI) is a recently discovered class of materials that have 
remarkable physical properties. Unlike most other electronic states of matter, 
topological insulating phases were first proposed theoretically and then confirmed 
experimentally. These phases can emerge as a result of spin – orbit coupling and can be 
descried within the framework of the band theory of solids.  They have insulating 
bulks and metallic edge / surface states. Moreover, the spin of their surface electrons is 
locked in a direction that is perpendicular to the direction of velocity. This property 
suppresses the probability of backward scattering of electrons by some defects as well 
as give rise to the intrinsic spin polarized currents (1-8) (Fig 1.1). It should be noted that 
despite the recent discovery of spin – orbit induced topological insulator materials, the 
effect of the non – trivial topology of the bulk electronic states has been known since 
1980s and its relevance had already been appreciated in the analysis of the Quantum 
Hall Effect (8). Then the theoretical prediction and experimental observation of a 
quantum spin Hall Effect at zero magnetic field in the two dimensional (2D) and the 
three - dimensional (3D) systems with strong spin-orbit coupling, had been known as 
topological insulators. The discovery of topological insulators is attracted a huge 
attention due to their exotic metallic states offer a wealth of remarkable opportunities 
for the next device generation and control of quantum degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 1.1 Electronic structure of topological insulator in real space and k space. (a) 
Two – dimensional topological insulators (2D – TIs): one – dimensional (1D) metallic 
edge state with opposite spin direction and energy dispersion of the spin non – 
degenerate edge state of a 2D TI forming a 1D Dirac cone. (b) Three -  dimensional 
topological insulators (3D – TIs) : the metallic surface with insulating bulk and energy 
dispersion of the spin – non degenerate surface state of a 3D TI forming a 2D Dirac 
cone, due to the helical spin – polarization, backscattering from k to –k is prohibited.  
1.1.1. Quantum Hall Effect  
In the past, electronic phase have been classified, as insulating, metal, magnetic 
or superconducting and the concept of condensed matter was revised again after the 
discovery of the integer quantum Hall effect in 1980 by Klaus von Klitzing (9). QHE 
occurs when a two – dimensional electron gas is placed in a strong perpendicular 
magnetic field. At low temperature, the Hall conductivity σyx of a two – dimensional 
gas system is found to have plateaus with high accuracy values of ne2/h with n is an 
integer, h is Planck constants and e is the electron charge, irrespective of the 
geometrical details or the imperfections of samples. At the same time, in the applied 
magnetic field range when σyx shows the plateaus, the magnetoconductivity σxx drops 
to negligible values. The discovery of the QHE marked the beginning of a new 
understanding of electronic behavior since the precise quantization of σyx = ne2/h can be 
directly tied to the topology of the band structure.  There are many studies explain the 
remarkable precision of Hall quantization from a topological perspective (10 - 13). The 
key insight of the integer quantum Hall effect was first provided by Laughlin`s 
argument (10). After that, Halperin (13) explained this phenomena by the quantization 
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of Landau levels when the electron`s circular orbits were quantized. If nth Landau levels 
are filled and the rest are empty, thus the energy gap separates the occupied and 
unoccupied states just similar with an insulator. However, in the quantum Hall state, 
an electric field causes the cyclotron orbits to drift, creating a current propagating 
along the edge of the sample, these edge states are chiral i.e. they travel along the edge 
with only one direction. Interestingly, this kind of behavior is topologically robust. 
When the propagating electrons encountered with impurities inside the bulk insulating, 
they changed their path to move around them. The bulk contributes no current to the 
Quantum Hall State and the edge states are responsible for the quantized Hall Effect. 
The number of chiral edge states is a topological number, and it is insensitive to the 
detail of the edge such as size and geometry. This number is the Chern number n in the 
quantum Hall Effect σyx = ne2/h (10 – 13). 
 
Figure 1.2 Schematic of (a) the Quantum Hall Effect and (b) Quantum Hall Spin Effect 
(two – dimensional topological insulator). 
1.1.2. Quantum Spin Hall Effect 
Realization of the quantum Hall phases of matter has demanding requirements, 
such as very low temperature, strong magnetic fields and high – quality sample. In the 
past few years, the quest for finding a new material system which shows the desired 
robust edge states without any strong magnetic fields up to room temperature for 
device applications has yielded results. In 2005, a key theoretical advance was shown 
by Kane and Mele (4, 16) that in certain insulators, the strong – orbit coupling (SOC) 
takes the role of the external magnetic field in the integer quantum Hall effect. It was 
found that SOC can open an energy gap in the bulk of material, making the bulk act 
like an insulator, but with the existence of conducting edge states guaranteed by the 
topology of the band structure. This kind of materials were called the quantum spin 
Hall (QSH) systems or two – dimensional topological insulators (2D – TIs) which can 
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be simply understood by two models of the quantum Hall effect but without applying 
magnetic field (4, 14 – 17). Interestingly, in contrast to quantum Hall systems, in 
quantum spin Hall systems, the edge states are spin – polarized. Electrons with spin – 
up propagate in one direction, whereas electrons with spin – down propagate in the 
opposite direction and therefore backscattering is forbidden. These states were called 
``helical``. We noted that time – reversal symmetry is assumed in topological insulator, 
which leading the opposite spin in the clockwise edge state and counter – clockwise 
edge state.  In particular, there are two possibilities for the structure of edge states in a 
time – reversal symmetric 2D system which are represented in a band diagram as lines 
crossing the bulk gap. The symmetry always requires a two – fold degeneracy, as 
known as Kramers`theorem.  The band structure is mirror symmetric about zero 
momentum with the accompanying spin flip. At k = 0 and k = ±π/a, the time reverse 
states are at the same momentum. Between these particular so – called Kramers 
partners, SOC can spilt them apart by spin. When the Fermi energy intersects an even 
number of Kramers pairs, the Hamiltonian can be smoothly modified so as to push the 
edge states out the gap. However, with an odd number of crossings, there will always 
be at least one Kramer pair at all energies in the gap, so that the presence of edge states 
is a topological properties. Similar with the Chern number (n) in the Quantum Hall 
State, the topological insulators are characterized by Z2 topological numbers ν, taking 
two values (0 and 1). Depending on its value, the system can be determined as an 
ordinary (ν = 0) or quantum spin Hall insulator (ν = 1) respectively.  There are two 
necessary conditions for topological insulators: time – reversal symmetry and strong 
spin – orbit coupling. However, not all materials with strong spin – orbit coupling are 
topological insulators. The topological numbers is necessary to distinguish between 
topological insulator and ordinary insulators. Fig 1.3 is an example for the presence of 
SOC in ordinary insulator and in 2D – TIs (19, 20).  
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Figure 1.2 Electronic dispersion between two boundary Kramers degenerate points. In 
(a) the number of surface states crossing the Fermi energy EF is even while in (b) it is 
odd. An odd number of crossings leads to topologically protected metallic boundary 
states (18). 
 
Figure 1.3 Schematic described the difference between (a) Ordinal insulator spin – orbit 
coupling system and (b) Topological insulator. (21) 
Although the original material system proposed to observe the quantum spin Hall 
Effect was graphene, the spin – orbit coupling in graphene is very weak and hence it is 
difficult to experimentally confirm the quantum spin Hall Effect. In 2006, Bernevig, 
Hughes and Zhang (BHZ) gave a theoretical prediction that a 2D topological insulator 
with quantized charge conductivity along the edges would be realized in (Hg, Cd) Te 
quantum wells (17). The proposed device is composed of a thin layer of HgTe 
sandwiched between crystals of CdTe which are a well – studied family of 
semiconductor materials. The thickness of HgTe layer d plays a role to the phase 
transition since when d < dc, the subband structure is like that of CdTe, when d > dc, the 
subband structure is like that of HgTe. The theoretical analysis showed that the 
proposed device should exhibit a robust quantum spin Hall Effect when d>dc. When d 
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< dc, an ordinary insulator is expected. However, there are many practical limitations to 
a direct imaging of the edge states for this structure. In 2007, Konig et.al gave the first 
indirect signature for the quantum spin Hall states through charge transport by 
measuring a longitudinal conductance of about 2e2/h at very low temperature (~mK) 
(22).  It is important to note that for 2D – TI system, the metallic edge states can be 
probed only by the charge transport measurement since the lack of an experimental 
probe that can measure the novel properties 1D edge mode at a buried interface and 
very low temperature.  
 
Figure 1.4 Experiment to realize Quantum Hall Spin system (or 2D – TIs) (a) Schematic 
of HgTe quantum well structure. The HgTe layer hosts a 2D system that exhibits the 
2D TI state. (b) Longitudinal foru- terminal resistance of various CdTe/HgTe/CdTe 
quantum well structure as a function of the gate voltage measured in zero magnetic 
field at 30 mK. Devices with the size of 1 × 1µ𝑚𝑚2 or less in the band – inverted regime 
(III and IV) show quantized conductance of 2e2/h, giving evidence for 2D – TI material 
(22). 
1.2. Three–Dimensional Topological Insulator(3D – TIs)  
1.2.1. Physics of 3D - TIs 
The prospect for a direct measurement of Z2 topological invariants arose in 2006 
– 2007 following a series of theoretical predictions (1 – 3, 23, 24). It was realized that 
this topological classification of insulators can be extended to the three – dimension 
systems. In three – dimensions, there are four Z2 topological invariants that define the 
topological property of a 3D bulk material, namely (ν0; ν1, ν2, ν3) with ν0 is the strong 
topological invariant and (ν1, ν2, ν3) are the weak topological invariants. With ν0 = 0, 
the topological insulator can be obtained by stacking 2D TIs. However, the surface 
states in this system are not topologically protected against disorder, therefore it was 
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named weak topological insulator. The ν0 = 1 indicates a 3D strong Z2 TI which exhibits 
unusual spin – filtered surface states. Considering about the system with a circular 
Fermi surface centered on the Γ  point, under time – reversal symmetry, spins must 
flip when reversing k which only can happen if the spin is locked to momentum 
direction. Furthermore each states on the surface must intersect with its spin – orbit 
partner to form a degeneracy at the Γ point, forming a Dirac cone. The Hamiltonian of 
this system becomes:  
H surface = ћvFσ.k                      (1.1) 
Where σ refers to Pauli matrices for spin and vF ,the Fermi velocity, is constant depends 
on materials. This leads to a linear dispersion E = ±vFk. The calculation results show 
that the spin states are perpendicular to the velocity and presented opposite direction, 
depending on v > 0 or v < 0 (21). The sense of rotation of spin texture in k space is 
called a spin chirality, leading a spin – momentum locking property of 3D – TIs. Spin – 
momentum locking becomes one of the most important properties of the nontrivial 
topological surface states in 3D – TIs since it supports for the spin polarization and 
suppresses backward scattering. A loop around the Dirac cone results in a π Berry 
phase due to the full 2πprecession of the spin. Because of this π  Berry phase, the time 
– reversed scattering paths, which in ordinary metals interfere constructively to cause 
the weak localization effect, now destructively interfere each other, leading to the weak 
– anti localization effect. Under magnetic field, the energy states of electrons in 3D – TIs 
are quantized into the Landau quantization  
𝐸𝐸± =  ±�(2𝑒𝑒ћ𝑣𝑣𝐹𝐹2𝐵𝐵/𝑐𝑐)𝑁𝑁            (1.2) 
Where N = 0, 1,2,…and N > 0 corresponds to electron – like LLs and N < 0 corresponds 
to hole – like LLs. That means when the Fermi level is tuned, the Landau level spacing 
is changing with √𝑁𝑁, to be contract with the ordinary metal in which the Landau level 
spacing is constant and equal ћ𝜔𝜔𝑐𝑐 = eћmc (𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐 is the cyclotron mass). Importantly, it 
implies the existence of a single LL sitting exactly at E = 0, corresponding to N = 0, 
which is pinned to the charge neutrality point (Dirac point). Therefore, the Landau 
quantization of massless Dirac fermions is characterized by the existence of 0th LL and 
the partical – hole symmetry.  
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The alloys of Bi and Sb were predicted is the first 3D – TIs by Fu and Kane (23) 
with the nontrivial topology which can be directly confirmed by the angle – resolved 
photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES). In 2008, Hsieh et.al performed ARPES 
measurement of Bi1-xSbx to directly image their band structure (25, 26). A direct gap – 
insulator with five nearly – linear surface bands crossing the Fermi level between the 
Brillouin zone high – symmetry points Γ  and M was found for x = 0.1, as shown Fig 
1.5. The predicted spin texture of these bands was obtained by spin – sensitive 
measurements (25) and the absence of direct backscattering was demonstrated by 
scanning tunneling microscopy (27).  
 
Figure 1.5 Calculation and experimental results for the spin texture of Bi1-xSbx (a) 
Schematic sketches of the bulk Brillouin zone (BZ) and (111) surface BZ of the Bi1-xSbx 
crystal series. (b) Schematic of Fermi surface pockets formed by the topological surface 
states (SS). (c) Spin – integrated ARPES intensity map of of the SS at Fermi energy. (d) 
High resolution ARPES intensity map of the SS that enclose the 𝑀𝑀1���� and 𝑀𝑀1���� points. (e) 
Partner – switching band structure topology. (f) Surface band dispersion image along 
the Г�  - 𝑀𝑀�   direction with 5 Fermi level crossing. (g) Spin – resolved momentum 
distribution curves with spin – polarization behavior. (h) Schematic of the spin- 
polarization surface FS (25 – 27). 
However, Bi1-xSbx is an alloy with random substitutional disorder with the electronic 
structures and dispersion relations are only defined within mean field or the coherent 
potential approximation (25 - 27). The surfaces states become very complex with many 
dispersion branches while the impurity bands inside the nominal bulk band gap could 
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overlap the surface states. These limitations made the theoretical model become 
difficult to describe the band structure. Therefore, it is important to search for a 
material system with stoichiometric crystals, well – defined electronic structures, 
simple surface states and describable by simple theoretical model.   
The second generation of 3D - TI materials including Bi2Se3, Bi2Te3 and Sb2Te3 
with a single Dirac cone was proposed by Zhang et. al (28) (Fig 1.6).  Compared to Bi1-
xSbx, these materials have a simpler band structure, a larger bulk band gap and a 
different topological phase (1; 000) rather than (1; 111) which means that the Dirac cone 
surface state is centered at the Г� point of the Brillion zone. (Fig 1.6 (c)). The simplicity of 
the topological surface state and the absence of non – topological surface states make 
those materials suitable for experiments to confirm the novel properties of the 
topological surface states. The effective model of the surface states from Zhang et.al 
calculation characterizes the key features of the topological surface states and can be 
used to study the surface states properties of the Bi2Se3 family of topological insulators 
[28]. Soon after the theoretical proposal, ARPES measurements confirmed the existence 
of the topological surface states for all three materials. Also spin – momentum locking 
was observed by performing spin – selective scattering of photoemitted electrons, 
revealing the expected polarization properties (29 – 33).  These characteristics and their 
topological nature ensure that 3D – TIs may enable a host of novel electric devices 
which can not be realized in other semiconductor materials.  
 
Figure 1.6 Calculation and experimental results for realization the second generation of 
3D – TIs Bi2Se3 (a) Bi2Se3 crystal structure with 1 quintuple composed of 5 layer Se1-Bi-
Se2-Bi-Se1. (b) Band structure from ab inito calculations. (c) ARPES images of the surface 
states in Bi2Se3. (d) Evidence for the spin – polarization along the Г� - 𝑀𝑀�  direction. (f) 
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The spin – polarization momentum – space texture as a function of energy with respect 
to the Dirac point (28 – 33).  
While theory predicts TIs to be perfect bulk insulators, in real experiment their 
charge transport properties are dominated by defects.  In fact, the point effects 
(vacancies or antisite defects) is commonly introduced during the crystal growth of the 
chacolgenides Bi2Se3, Bi2Te3, Sb2Te3 and their alloys, which has been identified to be 3D 
– TIs (34 – 36). The existence of such defects leads to strong bulk doping in these 
compounds, resulting a quasi – metallic conduction channel parallel to the surface 
channels. The as – grown Bi2Te3 compound has been reported to be either n or p – type, 
depending on whether Te vacancy (n doping) or Bi/Te anti- sites (p doping) takes the 
main role.  
 
Figure 1.7 Crystal structure and schematic bulk and surface band structures 
which show the relative position between the topological surface states (color dashed 
lines) and the bulk states (green solid lines). Black dashed lines indicate the Fermi level 
of (a) Bi2Se3 (b) Bi2Te3 and (c) Sb2Te3 (28, 37). 
Therefore, the combination between the two different conductive types of TIs 
may result in a lower bulk carrier density. For this consideration, two systems of 
(BixSb1-x)2Te3 and Bi2(SexTe1-x)3 have been carefully studied (37,38). Besides that, 
Bi2Te2Se was also expected to become a promising TI material with higher insulating 
bulk state than Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3 due to its chalcogen – ordered structure Te – Bi – Se – 
Bi – Te quintuple unit (39 – 41). Since the Se prefers to occupy at the middle of the 
quintuple, Se vacancy is much more difficult to occur than in Bi2Se3.  On the other hand, 
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due to the stronger electronegativity of Se than that of Te, Bi is more strongly bounded 
to Se than to Te. The Bi to Te anti – site effect therefore becomes difficult to occur.  
Consequently, Bi2Te2Se can be reasonably bulk – insulating (~ 2 Ωcm at 2K).  
 
 
Figure 1.8 (a) Crystal structure of Bi2Te2Se showing the ordering of Te and Se 
atoms. (b) Schematic bulk and surface band structures with EF tune to the bulk band 
gap [cite]. (c) Temperature dependence of 𝜌𝜌𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 with showed bulk – insulating behavior 
and reasonable high value at low temperature (40). 
Recently, the tetradymite solid solution Bi2-xSbxTe3-ySey (BSTS) is known as one 
of the best candidate for the SS study. In BSTS compound, the Se also prefers to occupy 
at the middle layer of the quintuple. Therefore, the Se vacancies effect could be 
reduced. In addition, the Bi / Sb ratio in the cation layers and the Te / Se ratio in the 
outer layers affects the levels of acceptors and donors, making it possible to achieve a 
maximally compensated situation (43 - 45). Furthermore, ARPES and transport data of 
bulk single crystal BSTS show that by controlling x and y values, the properties of 
Dirac carriers (n type or p type) can be manipulated. This property makes BSTS 
become one of the most suitable 3D – TI materials which can design the topological p – 
n junction. Moreover, in the case of Bi1.5Sb0.5Te1.7Se1.3 (x = 0.5; y = 1.3) and BiSbTeSe2 (x 
= 1, y = 2), ARPES results showed the surface – state structures present almost 
idealized Dirac cone inside the bulk band gap with almost spherical constant – energy 
contour (45), leading the perfect in – plane spin polarization component. These results 
demonstrate that BSTS is one of the best materials for 3D – TIs research.  
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Figure 1.9 3D - TIs Bi2-xSbxTe3-ySey (BSTS) materials. (a) Crystal structure of BSTS (b) 
Temperature – dependencies of resistivity ρxx for the series of BSTS samples (43) (c) 
Composition – structural phase diagram of the BSTS system (43). (d) Schematic band 
diagram for n and p – type in BSTS (45). (e) Fermi surface of the surface states in BSTS 
(45). 
1.2.2. Synthesis of 3D - TI nanostructures 
The exciting physics and potential applications of topological insulators have 
inspired a tremendous amount of research in making high – quality topological 
crystals such as bulk single crystals, thin films, and nanostructures. In the early stage of 
TI research, the contribution of high – quality bulk single crystal is very important 
since the existence of the surface states can be easily detected by using surface – 
sensitive technique (29 – 34, 45). However, three – dimensional topological insulators 
(3D-TIs) usually have narrow bulk gaps (~ 0.2 – 0.3 eV) and have charge carriers 
dominated by intrinsic crystalline lattice defects such as vacancies, anti - sites and 
environmental doping (34 – 36). As a result, the suppression of bulk conduction 
channel against the surface one becomes a big challenge for both the fundamental and 
the application research. In order to suppress the contribution of bulk carriers, 
controlling material dimension matter is one of useful ways. TI nanostructrures have 
several unique advantages compared to their bulk counterpart. First of all, their large 
surface – to – volume ratio naturally reduces the bulk carrier contribution in the overall 
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electron transport. In addition, nanostructures such as thin films or nanoplates allow 
the modulation of Fermi level by field – effect transistor technique. Such a 3D – TI 
materials with ultrathin film structure could open new opportunities to generate new 
electronic and spintronic devices with new concepts as well as applications in energy 
conversion such as thermoelectrics. Therefore, the large lateral size and ultrathin 
thickness endow them with ultrahigh specific surface area, making them highly 
favorable for surface state – sensitive applications. With these merits, the development 
of facile, feasible and reliable methods for preparation of ultrathin film 3D – TIs is of 
great importance for the exploration of their properties, function and applications. 
Driven by the novel electronic properties and promising applications, great efforts 
have been devoted to produce ultrathin film topological insulators (46, 54 – 63). 
Generally, all these methods can be classified into two categories: top – down 
approaches and bottom – up approaches.  
- Exfoliation (Fig 1.10 (a)) The layered crystal structure with the weak 
interlayer coupling allows facile preparation of ultrathin flakes by 
mechanical or chemical exfoliation of bulk crystals using Scotch tape, 
lithium intercalation or atomic force microscopy tips (48 – 53). These 
techniques provide convenient access to TI nanostructured materials while 
keeping the excellent quality of bulk single crystals which are ideal for the 
fundamental study of their intrinsic properties and the demonstration of 
electronic devices. Despite easy fabrication, the top - down exfoliation 
methods have several limitations, such as low yield, poor controllability and 
irregularly shaped flakes, which may restrict their practical applications.  
- Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) (Fig 1.10(b)). In order to prepare TI 
nanostructures with well – defined morphologies and thickness, bottom – 
up approaches is usually employed.  By precisely controlling the deposition 
rate and compositions, molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is a promising 
candidate to produce atomically flat thin films and controllable thickness. 
Remarkably, the observation of Landau quantization on Bi2Te3 and Bi2Se3 
ultrathin films grown by MBE (54 – 56) provided the first evidence for the 
existence of surface states in transport measurement. However, it is 
expensive and time – consuming method.  
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- Metal – organic chemical vapor deposition (MO CVD) (Fig 1.10 (c)), 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is a common method which can produce 
relatively high quality nanomaterials, potentially on a large scale.  Specially, 
factors including sample purity, uniformity of growth and precise control 
over the Se/ Bi flux ratio favor molecular beam epitaxy and MOCVD (57, 
58). High quality Bi2Se3 nanostructures were synthesized, using separate Se 
and Bi precursors, allowing individual control of the precursor partial 
pressures (58). The typical properties of 3D – TIs had been confirmed by 
transport measurements. The characteristics of MO CVD growth includes 
an easily accessible set – up and high – quality nanostructure growth. 
However, the shapes and thickness of the obtained nanostructured are not 
yet well controlled. Further work is required to improve the controllable 
morphology.  
- Vapor Deposition (Fig 1.10 (d – f). As compared with MBE, vapor 
deposition method is easier, cheaper and considered one of the most 
promising routes to productively synthesize nanostructured TIs (59 – 63). 
Quasi – 1D nanoribbons of Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3 are often prepared in a 
horizontal tube furnace by a vapor – liquid – solid process with the gold 
nanoparticles promote 1D growth (60) while two – dimensional TI 
nanoplates are typically produced by catalyst – free vapor transport, as 
shown in Fig 1.10 (d-f). Using this method, high – quality nanostructured 
TIs are obtained, having large surface – to – volume ratio, which may 
significantly reduce the bulk conduction` s contribution. In the conventional 
vapor deposition method, substrates with dangling bonds, like SiO2/ Si are 
usually employed. This kind of substrate is suitable for synthesizing vertical 
nanostructures with a variety of morphologies such as nanoribbons, 
nanowires.  However, for 2D nanomaterials, because of the strong bonds, 
the adatoms become hard to diffuse on the surface of substrates. As a result, 
the shape, thickness and morphology of the obtained nanostructures are not 
yet well – controlled. In addition, the lateral size of NPs usually is around 5 
– 10 µm and random growth on substrates. Recently, van der Waals epitaxy 
growth, in which atomically smooth surface` substrates and weak van der 
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Waals interaction between the epitaxial layer and substrates, is a new 
method to obtain large – size, high – quality TI nanostructures (61 – 63). For 
van der Waals epitaxy growth, the substrates with weak van der Waals 
epitaxy facilitates the migration of adatoms and thus promotes the lateral 
growth of 2D nanostructures. Fluorophlogopite mica [KMg3(AlSi3O10)F2] or 
hBN is a layered materials with pseudo – hexagonal symmetry, amomically 
smooth and thermally stable, making it an outstanding substrate for the van 
der Waals epitaxy of layered topological insulators. In comparison with the 
random orientation on SiO2/Si substrates, nanoplates grown on mica or 
hBN substrates were well – oriented, predominantly at multiples of ~ 600 or 
1200 due to the symmetry matching. Ultrathin Bi2Se3, Bi2Te3, BiTeSe2 and Bi2-
xSbxTe3-ySey nanoplates with thickness ranging from 6 – 30 nm have been 
successful synthesized on the surface of mica or hBN.  In contrast with other 
methods, van der Waals epitaxy is a simple and effective method for the 
production of TI nanostructures with controllable orientation and thickness. 
Such kinds of nanostructures are more convenient for device fabrication 
and transport measurements.  
 
Figure 1.10 Topological insulator nanostructures grown via different growth 
mechanism (a) Exfoliated from bulk single crystal (49) (b) Bi2Se3 thin film grown by 
MBE (55) (c) Bi2Se3 nanoribbons grown by MOCVD method  (58). (d) Bi2Se3 
nanoribbons grown by vapor – solid method with gold as catalyst. (60) (e) Bi2Te3 
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nanoplates grown by vapor – solid method (without catalyst) (59). (f) Bi2Se3 on mica 
(62). 
1.2.3. Transport experiment of 3D – TIs nanostructures 
• Aharonov – Bohm effect 
The Aharonov – Bohm (AB) effect is experimentally observed as the 
interference between electrons of two separate paths, enclosing certain magnetic flux. 
The first experiment of the AB effect was a metallic ring structure which was patterned 
by microlithography technique, giving h/e periodicity in magnetoresistance (64). After 
that, periodic oscillations in magnetoresistance were also observed from carbon 
nanotubes (65). For 3D – TI case, an ideal nanowire can be considered as an insulating 
core surrounded by a thin conducting shell. When applying a magnetic field along the 
nanowire axis, if the phase coherence length of the electrons at the surface is larger 
than the circumference of the nanowire, AB conductance oscillations happen with a 
periodicity of ΔB = 𝛷𝛷0/ A (A is the cross- section of the nanowire and 𝛷𝛷0 = h/e is the 
flux quantum.  
To demonstrate the appearance of AB oscillation in the surface states of a 
topological insulator, magnetortransport through Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3 nanowire has been 
measured (60, 66). The transport results showed periodic resistance oscillations with a 
periodicity that is consistent with the cross – section of the nanowire (∆B =  𝛷𝛷0 /A). 
The observation of coherent electron interference along the nanowire circumference 
provides a strong evidence for the topological surface conduction in TI nanostructures 
(Fig 1.11). 
 
Figure 1.11 Aharonov – Bohm oscillation in Bi2Se3 nanoribbon (a) Schematic diagram of 
the surface electrons on a Bi2Se3 nanribbon. (b) Scanning electron microscopy image of 
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Bi2Se3 nanoribbon device.(c) Magnetoresistance of the Bi2Se3 nanoribbon device under 
parallel magnetic field. The periodic oscillations correspond to the magnetic flux 
quantum of h/e (60). 
• Shubnikov de Haas oscillation  
When the Landau quantization of the energy states occurs in crystalline solids 
under magnetic field, the density of states modulated as a function of magnetic field, 
leading oscillations in transport measurement. The oscillations occurring in 
conductivity are the Shubnikov de Haas (SdH) oscillations. In 3D – TI research, SdH 
plays an important role since the phase factor of the oscillation directly reflects the 
Berry phase of the systems (40, 44, 51, 61, 63, 66, 68). According to this phase factor, the 
system can be quantitatively evaluate whether the electrons showing the SdH are Dirac 
fermions or not. In addition, based on the angular dependence of SdH oscillations, the 
2D surface states can be separated with the coexisted 3D bulk states. In the SdH effect, 
the oscillation part of ρxx follows (69, 70, 71) 
∆𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥~ cos �2𝜋𝜋(𝐵𝐵𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵 − 𝛾𝛾)�         (1.3) 
Where BF is the oscillation frequency and 2πγ is the phase factor (0 ≤ γ < 1). The same 
γ appears in the Onsager semiclassical quantization condition  
𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁 =  2𝜋𝜋𝑒𝑒ћ 𝐵𝐵 (𝑁𝑁 + 𝛾𝛾)                 (1.4) 
When Nth LL crossing the Fermi energy EF and AN is the area of an electron orbit in the 
k space. For γ = ½, the Berry phase is zero in the case of parabolic energy dispersion 
(trivial carriers) and γ = 0, Berry phase is π for a linear energy dispersion (non-trivial 
carriers). In the real TI system, the Dirac dispersion is not strictly linear but contain a 
parabolic component, therefore, the Berry phase is derivate from π (71). Besides the 
Berry phase, the SdH oscillations contain various important information. The 
Onsager`s relation gives BF in terms of the Fermi wavevector kF for the circular 
extremal cross section of Fermi surface  
𝐵𝐵𝐹𝐹 =  � ћ𝑐𝑐2𝜋𝜋𝑒𝑒�𝜋𝜋𝑘𝑘𝐹𝐹2                     (1.5) 
According to this formula, the carrier density can be estimated as  
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𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠 =  1(2𝜋𝜋)2 𝜋𝜋𝑘𝑘𝐹𝐹2                        (1.6) 
Also the cyclotron mass mc of the carriers can be determined from the analysis of the 
temperature dependence of amplitude of SdH oscillations through the Lifshitz – 
Kosevich (LK) theory : 
∆𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥(𝐵𝐵) = 𝐴𝐴0𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅𝐷𝐷 cos �2𝜋𝜋(𝐵𝐵𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵 − 𝛾𝛾)�    (1.7) 
Where A0 is a constant, RT = 2𝜋𝜋2(𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇/ћ𝜔𝜔𝑐𝑐)/sinh[2𝜋𝜋2(𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇/ћ𝜔𝜔𝑐𝑐)]], RD = exp(-2𝜋𝜋2(𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇𝐷𝐷/
ћ𝜔𝜔𝑐𝑐)) with TD is the Dingle temperature. At fixed magnetic field B, RD is constant and 
the temperature dependence of the amplitude shows up only RT. Therefore, a 
temperature dependence analysis of the oscillation amplitude allows us to determine 
mc and then calculate vF = ћkF/mc. Finally, the position of Fermi level can be estimated 
as EF = 𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑣𝑣𝐹𝐹2.  
For the 3D – TI nanostructures, there are many experimental reports showing SdH 
oscillations since this method is very useful to determine the existence of Dirac 
fermions as well as estimate some important transport parameters (Fig 1.12). Gate – 
tuned SdH oscillations were reported in both exfoliated and nano ribbon (72, 73). Two 
– dimensional angle dependence of SdH oscillation have been observed in different 
type of TI nanostructures. 
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Figure 1.12 Shubnikov de Haas (SdH) oscillation observed in various experiments in 
3D – TIs (a) SdH oscillation from a Bi2Te2Se nanoplate grown on hBN substrate (61) (b) 
SdH oscillation obtained from heavily n – doped Bi2Se3 flake. The Landau fan diagram 
showed a crossing point at 0, indicating the Berry phase = 0, the oscillations therefore 
came from trivial carriers (68). (c) SdH oscillation observed from BSTS sample. The 
Landau fan diagram plotting showed the crossing around 1/2, indicating the π Berry 
phase. The oscillations therefore, expected to come from Dirac fermions (44).  
• Ambipolar transport in gated devices 
One of the striking characteristics of massless Dirac fermions is the possibility 
to shift continuously the Fermi level EF from the conduction band (electron band) to 
the valence band (hole band), across the Dirac point without ever crossing a gap in the 
density of states. When EF is crossing the Dirac cone, the longitudinal resistance (Rxx) is 
maximum and the Hall resistance (Ryx) changes its sign, which is a manifestation of 
ambipolar transport of Dirac fermions. For Dirac fermions systems, this behavior 
provides a simple way to determine at which gate voltage charge neutrality occurs, as 
shown on Fig 1.13.  This behavior has been investigated by electrical transport 
measurements on gate exfoliated flakes or epitaxial layer of 3D – TIs such as Bi2Se3, 
(Bi1-xSbx)2Te3, Bi2-xSbxTe3-ySey (38, 74).  
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Figure 1.13 Ambipolar behavior in transport measurement of 3D – TI samples (a) 
Ambipolar behavior in (Bi1-xSbx)2Te3 nanoplates (~ 5 nm) (38) (b) Ambipolar behavior 
in BiSbTeSe2 nano flake exfoliated from a bulk single crystal (160 nm). With thick 
sample, the top and bottom surfaces were well separated and the bottom gate could 
not affect on the top surface. Ambipolar behavior occurred with only bottom surface 
and gave a small value of Rxx maximum (~ 5.5 kΩ) (74). 
• Weak anti – localization  
The most common signature of 2D surface states in magnetoresistance is weak 
antilocalization effect (WAL) which is a quantum correction on electrons interference, 
either of strong SOC or of helical spin texture (55, 75 – 77). The probability of electron 
localization is affected by quantum interference of two time – reversed paths. In 3D – 
TIs case, due to the π Berry phase associated with the surface electrons, the localization 
probability is expected to suppress, leading the weak antilocalization effect. This 
behavior can be destroyed by breaking TRS with applied magnetic field, which shifts 
the phase factor of the wave functions of the two – reversed paths differently. Because 
WAL effect can also occurs in a system with strong spin – orbit – coupling (78), the 
observation of this effect alone does not give fully evidence for the existence of Dirac 
fermions.  
The magnetic – field dependence of the conductivity for the WAL effect in 2D 
systems can be described by Hikami, Larkin and Nagaoka formula (78) 
∆𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥(𝐵𝐵) =  𝛼𝛼 𝑒𝑒2𝜋𝜋ℎ �𝛹𝛹 � ћ𝑐𝑐4𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿𝜙𝜙2 𝐵𝐵 + 12� − ln ( ћ𝑐𝑐4𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿𝜙𝜙2 𝐵𝐵)�    (1.8) 
Where Ψ is the digamma function and 𝐿𝐿𝜙𝜙 is the phase coherence length. The prefactor 
α 
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 Should be -1/2 for each transport channel that either carriers the π Berry phase or 
bears a strong SOC (75 – 79). Generally, the WAL effect is observed from TI 
nanostructures whose carrier density is relatively low, implying that the surface 
channel dominants. 
 
Figure 1.14 Weak – antilocalization (WAL) effect in 3D – TI nanostructure (a) Angular 
dependence of the WAL in a Sb – doped Bi2Se3. The angle θ gradually changes from 00 
(back) to 900(grey). (b) Typical behavior of the WAL for 2D surface states in 3D – TIs: a 
clear cusp in magnetoresistance at low field regime. (b) Temperature dependent of 
WAL from 2K (green) to 20 K (black). By increasing temperature, the bulk contribution 
dominants, leading the disappearance WAL.  
1.2.4. Massive Dirac fermions  
As mentioned previously, the time – reversal symmetry in TIs can be broken in 
the effect of magnetic doping as well as in the ultrathin film regime, resulting a gap 
opening at the Dirac point (55, 80 – 84). This gap leads a massive Dirac system. It was 
found in theory as well as transport measurements that the opening of the gap in Dirac 
dispersion leads to a drastic diminishment of the metallic surface transport. The Berry 
phase in this case depends on the strength of the gap as  
γ =  π �1 − ∆
𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹
�         (1.9) 
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The changing of the Berry phase diminishes the WAL effect and the ordinary WL effect 
takes over. This behavior has been demonstrated by theoretical reports as well as 
experimental reports, as shown in Fig 1.15.  
 
Figure 1.15 Calculation and experiment results of the ultrathin 3D – TI film. (a) 
Schematic of the band structure of the 2D Dirac model. The opening of the energy gap 
for the Dirac fermions as a result of quantum tunneling between the surface states on 
the top and bottom surfaces. (b) ARPES spectra of 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 QL along the Г – K 
direction which shows the observed of gap opening below 6 QL (55) (c) Detail 
calculation of each component (σee : e – e interaction component, σqi : quantum 
interference component) with T for massless system Δ/2EF = 0 and massive system 
Δ/2EF = 1 , the trend of the total conductivity would be depended on the stronger 
component (82) (d) Estimate the temperature dependence of conductivity σ, tends to 
shows the logarithmic decreasing with T due to stronger effect of the electron – 
electron interaction σee component (82).(e) Normalized sheet resistance (Rsheet) shows 
logarithmic increase with decreasing temperature (T) for ultrathin Bi2Se3 films with 
thicknesses of 1 QL to 6 QL (83). (f) Thickness dependence of a cross over between 
WAL – WL. (84). 
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Chapter 2 
Topological Insulator Applications 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, electrons in topological insulators possess 
unique electronic band structures and spin – momentum locking property, promising 
candidates for novel electronic and energy device applications. Interestingly, it was 
recently found that not only the elastic scattering but also the inelastic scattering were 
suppress in topological surface states (85). This keeps the possibility that the discovery 
of TIs could be yet another step on the way to quantum computers and fast spintronic 
devices, and allow both to operate efficiently at room temperature.   
2.1. Systems with Time – Reversal Symmetry (Massless Systems) 
2.1.1. Low dissipation electronic devices 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the most striking feature of TIs comes 
from the time – reversal – symmetry protected surface states which prohibits any 
elastic backscattering from nonmagnetic impurities. In addition, recent ARPES studies 
found that the electron – phonon coupling on a TI surface is exceptionally weak, 
further suggesting that the quantum spin Hall effect can be possible at higher 
temperatures and thus can be used for room –temperature low power dissipation 
electronic devices. 
2.1.2. Spintronic devices  
The strong SOC not only enables the topological insulator phase with superior 
transport properties, but also makes them a suitable platform for other spintronic 
applications. Spin – based devices have the potential to further reduce energy 
dissipation related to conventional joule heating of charge transport (86 – 90).  
One of examples is in magnetic memory and logic devices. Magnetic devices 
are leading contender for the implementation of memory and logic technologies that 
are expected to lead the next – generation of computer. In other to widespread 
application of magnetic memory and logic devices, it will required the development of 
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efficient mechanism for reorienting their magnetization using the small current and 
power. There are many progress for this effort. In instance, the spin – orbit interactions 
in heavy – metal / ferromagnet bilayer can produce strong current – driven torques on 
the magnetic layer by the spin – Hall effect in the heavy metal and Rashba – Edelstein 
effect in the ferromagnet. Recently, there is a report showing that the spin torque ratio 
for Bi2Se3 ultrathin film is larger than that for any previous measured spin current 
source materials, even for non – ideal TI film (87). The helical spin – momentum 
locking of the TI SS produce a different sign and a much larger magnitude of spin 
accumulation that is produced by the Rashba – Edelstein effect in non – topological 
materials.  
Another interesting application in of TIs in spintronic is the interplay between 
chiral tunneling and spin – momentum locking of helical SS leads to spin amplification 
and filtering in a TI pn junction (89, 90). A TI pn junction (TIPNJ) is expected not only 
showing the chiral tunneling or the angle – dependent transmission similar with a 
graphene pn junction but also exhibiting more interesting phenomena due to the 
combination of the chiral tunneling with spin – momentum locking. Using a gate – 
tunable TIPNJ model, the theoretical report shows that the spin current at drain 
electrode is 100% spin – polarization. More interesting, any gate – controllable, helical 
Dirac fermions pn junction should exhibit a giant spin – charge current gain which may 
open a new way to design spintronic devices.  
2.1.3. Topological insulator thermoelectric devices 
The high mobility surface state may also lead to high performance 
thermoelectric device, including thermoelectric coolers or thermo – to - electric energy 
converters, both important devices for energy management. For thermoelectric device, 
the performance is most commonly measured by using the formula ZT = S2σT/κwhere 
S, σ,κare the Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity and thermal conductivity. In 
other to improve ZT, reducing the value of κis a common way in the past. TIs with 
high mobility SS (high σ) can give another solution. Even more dramatic enhancement 
of ZT may be obtained by using a TI surface excitonic thermoelectric device (91, 92). 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic illustrating proposal devices for 3D – TI gapless system (a) 
Schematic of the band structure of 3D – TIs (b) Proposed mechanism of 3D – TIs as 
sources of current – induced spin – transfer torque (86). (c) Proposed FET device which 
the channel is a 3D – TIs in which the Fermi level could be tuned by applying a bottom 
gate voltage. The device was expected to use for low – power spintronic devices by 
using a spin – polarization current (86). (d) Schematic picture of the spin transistor 
using the Aharonov – Bohm effect. This effect is topological in the sense that the spin is 
always rotated by one cycle for each period of flux 𝜙𝜙0, regardless of the details of the 
device (88). (e) Schematic picture of the topological p – n junction devices. Due to spin 
– polarization property of topological SS, only electrons with very small incident angle 
to pass through, all other electrons are reflected back to the source, leading the 
reducing of charge current. The current – induced spin- polarization could be switched 
by tuning the chemical potential across the Dirac point with gating (90). (f) Schematic 
of a topological excitonic thermoelectric device based on a topological excitonic 
condensate (91). 
2.2. Systems without Time – Reversal Symmetry (Massive Systems) 
The time – reversal symmetry in TIs can be broken under the effect of magnetic 
doping (81) or tunneling between the surface states on the top and bottom surfaces of 
an ultrathin film (80) which opens an energy gap in the Dirac cone. In the magnetic 
doping case, this gap is expected to give rise to many interesting phenomena, such as 
the anomalous quantum Hall effect (92), the magnetoelectric effect (95), Majorana 
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fermions (93, 94), an image magnetic monopole (96) and a topological contribution to 
the Kerr and Faraday angles for incident polarized light (97). In the ultrathin film limit 
case, a k – dependent spin configuration is proposed (98). 
2.2.1. Anomalous Quantum Hall Effects 
The anomalous quantum Hall effect is much like the quantum Hall except that 
a voltage transverse to the applied electric current in a sample appears even without 
the application of a magnetic field. The effect of the magnetic field in the QH effect is 
replaced by spin – orbit coupling of the charge carrier’s momentum with their spin in 
an AQH insulator (92). Reminiscent of the QH effect, breaking of the TRS by intruding 
ferromagnetism allows for the propagation of current along the sample edge. The 
conductance in an anomalous Quantum Hall State is expected to be quantized with  
𝜎𝜎𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = (2𝑛𝑛 + 1)𝑒𝑒22ℎ             (2.1) 
Where n is an integer. In the 3D – TIs system, the quantized AQHE is thought to be 
responsible for a coupling between the electric and magnetic field.  
2.1.2. Majorana Fermions 
Majorana fermions are exotic charge – neutral particles which are their own 
antiparticles. The Majorana fermion is interesting not only in the context of 
fundamental scientific interest but also in novel electronic applications of quantum 
information processing (93, 94). For instance, it has been suggested that Majorana at the 
interface of superconductors and TIs could be used as the basic for a qubit in a 
quantum computer. It is expected to solve one of the most pressing problems in 
quantum computing research since the topological nature of the qubit means that it is 
non – localized and also robust against information loss from decoherence with the 
environment. Several groups have reported the superconducting proximity effect in TI 
nanostructures and obtained the supercurrent. However, the existence of Majorana 
fermions has not been elucidated yet, continuous progress in TIs should be handled for 
a confirmation of Majorana fermions.  
2.2.3. Magnetoelectric Effect 
Topological manetoelectric effect in 3D – TIs is a novel phenomenon where an 
electric field induces a magnetic field in the same direction, with a universal coefficient 
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of proportionality quantized in units of e2/2h (95). The electromagnetic response of a 
3D – TI is written by the topological θ together with the ordinary Maxwell terms.  
𝑆𝑆𝜃𝜃 =  𝜃𝜃2𝜋𝜋 𝑒𝑒2ℎ �𝑑𝑑3𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝑬𝑬.𝑩𝑩          (2.2)     
E and B are the conventional electromagnetic fields inside the insulator, θ is the 
dimensionless pseudoscalar parameter describing the insulator, which refers to the 
axion field in particle physics. In TIs case, θ = π leads to a magnetoelectric effect in unit 
of e2/2h and is called as the topological magnetoelectric effect. That means an electric 
field can induce a magnetic polarization and a magnetic field can induce an electric 
polarization. One of interesting phenomena of the magnetoelectric effect is the 
possibility of an electric charge near the topological surface inducing an image 
magnetic monopole, meaning that a magnetic field of the same form as that produced 
by a magnetic monopole can be produced (96). Recently, the magnetoelectric effect in 
3D – TIs has been indirectly probed by studying the magneto – optic Kerr effect in 
Bi2Se3 ultrathin film under magnetic field using THz radiation (97). The magneto – 
optic Kerr effect is described as a changing in the polarization and intensity of reflected 
light from a magnetized surface. It gives a way to measure the effective mass of the SS 
under broken TRS. Theoretical report proposes that in the ultrathin regime, a film with 
high carrier mobility and can tune the Fermi energy very close to the induced surface 
gap, this phenomena could be confirmed. 
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Figure 2.2 Schematic illustrating proposal devices for 3D – TI gapless system. (a) A 
schematic band structure of 3D – TI gapped system. (b) A schematic description of the 
mechanism of electrically detected Majorana fermions (94). A key idea is to combine 
edge channels of opposite chiralities in a single interferometer, by means of a magnetic 
domain wall. (c) Illustration of the fractional statistics induced by image monopole 
effect. Each electron forms a dyon with its image monopole. When two e- are 
exchanged, an AB phase factor is obtained and leads to statistical transmutation (96). 
(d) A schematic drawing depicting the principle of the QAH effect in a TI thin film 
with ferromagnetism and the experimental results (92) (e) A schematic for a proposed 
gate controlled spin polarization current switch device by using ultrathin TI films. It 
was found by ARPES measurement that the polarization decreases significantly with 
enhanced tunneling realized systematically in thin insulating films (98). 
2.3. Motivation 
The study of 3D – TIs have been continuously evolving and have provided 
much excitement during their relatively short history. The metallic surface can serve as 
electronic channels for transporting electrical signals with significantly low energy 
dissipation as electrons traveling through such “topologically protected” electronic 
channels have much less chance to be scattered by the material defects, especially 
nonmagnetic defect. More importantly, the spin – momentum locking nature of the 
surface electrons suggests an electrical manipulation of spin currents which is desirable 
for spintronics applications. As the main target of TI studies turns toward more device 
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and application topics, the importance of TI nanostructures will increase significantly. 
The unique morphology and small size make TI nanostructures becomes a promising 
platform to explore both fundamental research as well as applications. In addition, TI 
nanostructures can provide a facile way to interface with other materials or with 
different kind of TIs, leading many interesting phenomena. Even though in theory 3D – 
TI devices have shown promising features in many device applications, there are many 
experimental challenges in the processing of these exotic materials to use the novel SS 
in functional devices. The bulk conductivity of current materials is still more dominant 
than the surface conductivity and can smear out the effects of topological surface states. 
One of the most promising solutions to solve this problem would be implementation of 
TI nanostructures of the high insulating material that is expected to suppress the bulk 
contribution and enhance the surface states transport. In particular, my thesis focuses 
on developing and optimizing vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) growth processes for creating 
the ultrathin film of Bi2-xSbxTe3-ySey (BSTS) compound, which is known as one of the 
best candidate for 3D - TI research. Due to the benefit of using gate tuning Fermi 
energy, I develop a transfer method which can make an as – grown films on mica 
substrate becomes a free – standing film and can transfer to another substrate. In this 
case I employ SiO2/ Si substrate for bottom gate FET devices. Finally, using the high 
quality ultrathin BSTS film, I fabricate the topological P – N junction devices, which are 
expected one of the most interesting aspects of topological insulators: creating devices 
where transport properties are dominated by their unconventional spin-momentum 
locked and linearly dispersing Dirac states. 
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Chapter 3  
Experimental Methods 
3.1. Single Crystals Growth of Bi2-xSbxTe3-ySey 
Bi2-xSbxTe3-ySey (BSTS) single crystals used for experiments in present thesis 
were grown by a slow cooling method (99, 100). The single crystal growth of BSTS 
included two steps. First, stoichiometric mixture of high – purity starting materials 
[Bi(5N), Sb (5N), Te(5N), Se(5N)] were sealed in an evacuated quartz ampoule (~ 10-
2Pa), which then heated up to 8500C. After keeping the ampoule at 8500C for two days 
to enhance the material homogeneity, the mixture of elements was quenched to room 
temperature. To assure a better mixing of the elements, during the isothermal time in 
the liquid state, the ampoule was shaken and rotated.  This procedure was repeated 3 – 
6 times to obtain the homogeneous polycrystalline BSTS.  Finally, the ampoule was 
again heated up to 8500C for 24h and slowly cooled down to 5500C at a rate of 30C/h 
for a week. Before completely cooled down to room temperature in 24h, it was 
annealed at 5500C for 7 days (~168 hours) to further improve the crystallinity. The heat 
treatment process was shown by a diagram in Fig 3.1.  Large (~ several mm size) 
crystals (Fig 3.1(c) were cleaved from the single crystal formed inside the quartz tube. 
Since the single crystal would be used as source materials for thin film growth process, 
the selective samples were carefully characterized by transport measurement to 
confirm the insulating property. The longitudinal resistivity (ρxx) as a function of 
temperature (T) is displayed in Fig 3.2 (a). The R – T curve demonstrates an increase as 
temperatures decrease at high temperature, a typical behavior of semiconductor. Below 
50 K, ρxx approaches a constant value until the lowest temperature. Remarkably, ρxx in 
our experiment shows one order higher resistivity values comparing to the previous 
report. Therefore, highly insulating bulk state is confirmed in our source material. 
After that, the stoichiometry and the high crystallinity of the single crystals were 
confirmed by the energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDX) (Fig 3.2b), the X- ray 
diffraction (Fig 3.2 (c)) and the Raman spectroscopy (Fig 3.2 (d)), respectively. Such a 
high quality sample was used as source material for thin film growth. 
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Figure 3.1 Detail heating processes for a single crystal growth. (a) A heating process for 
forming BSTS polycrystal. This step were repeated around 3 – 6 times. (b) A heating 
process for growth of BSTS single crystal. (c) Photograph image of BSTS flakes, 
exfoliated from the   as – grown single crystal with a shiny surface.  
3.2. Thin Film Growth by Catalyst – Free Physical Vapor Deposition  
Considering that BSTS can be one of the best candidates for topological 
insulators for various applications thanks to the splendid bulk insulating properties, 
we challenged to grow a uniform ultrathin film crystal with high quality in a large–
area. Because of the small lattice mismatch, fluorophlogopite mica (KMg3(AlSi3O10)F2) 
is reported to be a good substrate for van der Waals epitaxy of Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3 (62, 63) 
and can be applied for single crystal thin film growth of BSTS with a catalyst-free 
condition. 
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Figure 3.2 Characterization of BSTS single crystal. (a) Temperature dependence of ρxx. 
(b) EDX spectra indicates the composition of bulk single crystal is Bi1.5Sb0.5Te1.7Se1.3. (c) 
XRD pattern of bulk single crystal BSTS, all of major diffraction peaks can be indexed 
as the (003) family. (d) Raman spectra of bulk single crystal BSTS.  
The experimental setup to synthesize BSTS ultra-thin film is depicted in Fig 3.3. 
Three – zone furnace equipped with a quartz tube (inner diameter (d) 3 cm) was 
employed to carry out the growth. A small tube (d ~ 0.4 – 1.5 cm) contained the source 
material at a closed side and a mica substrate at an open side was put inside the 3 cm 
tube.  A source material was placed at the upstream position (ca. 500 °C) of the smaller 
tube located at the closed-end of the furnace, while a mica substrate was set at the 
downstream position of the open-end tube (ca. 370 °C). The tube was evacuated down 
to 0.1 Pa and refilled with Ar gas to remove the residual oxygen repeatedly for several 
times followed by crystal growth under continuous evacuation of 0.1 Pa. Morphology 
and thickness of BSTS films were strongly influenced by the small tube size (d), the 
substrate temperature (Ts) and the quality of the source materials. 
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Figure 3.3 BSTS thin film growth system with an inner small tube (0.4 cm ≤ 𝑑𝑑 ≤1.4 cm) was employed inside a large tube (dL = 3 cm). BSTS single crystal was used as 
source material and put at the close – end side while a mica substrate was put at the 
open side. The length of the small tube determined source – substrate distance (~ 11 
cm).  
3.3. Device Fabrication  
3.3.1  Transfer method for thick and thin films from mica to SiO2/Si 
(300 nm) substrates 
The as - grown NPs on mica in the latter layer–by–layer growth mode could be 
exfoliated and transferred on other substrates, in this case is SiO2/Si (300 nm). The 
transfer process was shown by Fig 3.4. Depending on thicknesses of thin films, two 
different processes, including transfer and annealing steps, are employed. The detail 
process is described below. 
For thick film - As–grown BSTS ultrathin films (~ 30 nm) were dipped into a 
2.38 % tetra-methyl ammonium hydroxide (NMD – W 2.38 %) aqueous solution in 
several seconds (Fig 3.4(a)) until the outer edge of BSTS film began to be peeled off 
from the substrate (Fig 3.4(b)). NMD–W was chemically inert to BSTS and was washed 
out by deionized water (Fig 3.4(c)). A completely peeled BSTS thin film, floating on a 
water surface as a free–standing film in a few tens of seconds after dipping, was 
transferred on a SiO2 substrate (Fig 3.4 (d)). Then the transferred films were subjected 
to one hour annealing at 100°C in a vacuum oven to remove residual water and acetone. 
Finally, the annealing process at 3700C in 6 hours was employed to improve the 
morphology and attachment with substrates.  
For thin films - When the film`s thickness reduces around 10 nm, only 
deionized water is employed as the remover solution. An ultrathin film was dipped 
into deionized water and immediately removed from a mica substrate, forming a free – 
standing film.  Then a film was transferred onto a prepared SiO2/ Si (300 nm) substrate. 
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A substrate was put at the 450 angle to slowly remove the water from the film, prevent 
any formation of the wrinkles. The transferred film was first annealed under vacuum 
condition at room temperature for one hour and then slowly heating to 1500C and kept 
in 2 hours before annealing at 3700C in 6 hours to improve the morphology. 
 
Figure 3.4 Transfer process for 30 nm BSTS film. (a) The as – grown BSTS film on mica 
was dipped to NMW – D 2.38%. (b) BSTS film was gradually peeled off from mica 
substrate after 10 seconds. (c) The sample was immediately moved to water`s container. 
In water, BSTS film completely separated from mica and floated on water, forming a 
free standing layer. (d) The free standing layer was washed by acetone many times 
before stamped on a SiO2/ Si substrate.  
3.3.2 Device fabrication and topological P – N Junction (TPNJ) 
formation by depositing F4 – TCNQ  
The samples was made contacts by a thermal evaporation 50 nm Au using a 
metal mask, then connected by 25 µm annealed gold wire using silver paste 
(Dupont4922), as shown in Fig 3.5 (a).  For TPNJ devices fabrication, after forming 
contact, 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4 – TCNQ) was 
deposited on the half of a BSTS thin film by thermal evaporation under 10 -6 Pa 
pressure to form the p – n junction on the top surface of BSTS film (Figure 3.5 (c)). To 
control the Fermi level EF, we fabricated the field electric effect devices by the 
transferred films on SiO2/Si (300 nm) substrates and employed the same process for 
contact formation. Transport measurements were performed by a standard four probe 
method using a semiconducting devise analyzer (Agilent B1500), a nano-voltmeter 
(Agilent 34420A), and a signal generator (Keithley 6221) under magnetic fields below 9 
T in the temperature range of 2 to 300 K. Detailed geometry was described in Fig. 3.5. 
The transport measurement was performed with two biasing techniques: current bias 
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(temperature dependence of resistance, magnetic field dependence) and voltage bias 
(gate dependence). 
 
 
Figure 3.5 Schematic measurement configuration (a) Detail of electrical connection for 
transport measurement. (b) The measurement parameter. (c) Fabrication a topological 
P- N junction (TPNJ). F4- TCNQ was deposited on the surface of a half BSTS for hole 
doping. (d) Sample setting up for the field dependence and gate dependence 
measurement.  
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Chapter 4 
Controllable Growth of Large – Sized  
Bi2-xSbxTe3-ySey Ultrathin Film by Catalyst – 
Free Physical Vapor Deposition 
4.1. Introduction 
As mentioned in the previous chapters, Bi2-xSbxTe3-ySey is one of the best 3D – 
TIs with highly insulating bulk and novel electronic surface states (43 - 45), which are 
investigated by ARPES and transport measurement of the bulk single crystals. 
Therefore, this material is a promising for future electronics, energy investment and 
optoelectronics. However, it has remained a great challenge to grow large – size, high 
surface – coverage ultrathin film which can fulfill the potentials of BSTS. In this thesis, I 
employed a catalyst – free vapor – solid deposition for growth process. Comparing 
with MBE, the advantages of this method is very fast, simple, low – cost and easy to 
tune the compositions. On the other hand, the obtained samples usually were very 
small size and random thickness (59 - 63). Solving these problems is one of the main 
works in my thesis.  
4.2. Growth Modes of Thin Film in Physical Vapor Deposition 
Deposition of thin films has been studied for very long time. There are some 
techniques has been widely used in the industries. For thin film depositions, the 
methods can be divided into two categories: vapor – phase deposition (molecular beam 
epitaxy, chemical vapor deposition, physical vapor deposition, atomic layer 
deposition) and liquid – solid deposition (electrochemical deposition, chemical solution 
deposition, sol – gel method, Langmuir – Blodgett films and self – assembled 
monolayers) (101). Vapor – phase deposition is usually employed for growth process of 
3D- TIs (54 – 56, 59 – 63).  
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Figure 4.1. Schematic presentation of the nucleation and three growth modes of thin 
film growth stage of materials in solid – vapor deposition. (a) Nucleation stage with 
many process (adsorption, re – evaporation, diffusion…) happens at the same time 
until obtained the critical size cluster. (b) Layer – by - layer (Frank – van der Merve) 
mode. (c) Layer – plus island (Stranski – Krastanov) mode. (d) Island (Vollmer – 
Weber) mode (101). 
In the vapor – phase deposition method, growth of thin films involves nucleation 
and growth on the surface of substrate (Figure 4.1). When the gas molecules are 
attached onto the substrate, they may nucleate, aggregate onto existing nuclei, re – 
evaporate into vacuum or diffuse on the substrate. These processes can coexist and 
complete with each other until several stable nuclei are formed. After that, the gas 
starts aggregating into existing nuclei and the growth happen. The nucleation stage is 
very important since it governs the crystallinity and microstructure of the film. 
According to the nucleation stage and the growth parameters, three principal modes of 
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film growth are generally distinguished. In order to determine the growth mode, the 
surface energy of substrate𝛾𝛾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠, the surface energy of interface 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , the surface energy 
of film 𝛾𝛾𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓   and their relationship : ∆γ =  𝛾𝛾𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝐻𝐻𝑓𝑓 + 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝛾𝛾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠  are usually employed. 
These modes are showed as follow: 
- Layer by layer (Frank – van der Merve ) growth mode (Fig 4.1 (b))  corresponds 
to the situation when adsorbed atoms are strongly bound to the substrate. The 
interaction between the adsorbed atom and substrate is stronger than that 
between adsorbed atoms. As a result, the adsorbate is forming a complete layer 
before another layer starts to grow on its top, i.e., the two – dimensional growth 
takes place. In this case,  ∆γ ≤ 0. The growing layer reduces surface energy, 
leading to complete wetting of the surface. As a result, a smooth layer is 
forming on a substrate, as shown in Fig 4.2 (a). The epitaxial growth of single – 
crystal films is an important example for this mode.  
- Island (Vollmer – Weber) growth mode (Figure 4.1 (d)) refers to the case when 
atoms of the adsorbate are more strongly bound to each other than to the 
substrate. The adsorbate tends to forming three – dimensional islands instead of 
a complete layer.   For this case,  ∆γ  > 0, the growing layer increases the 
interface energy and its own surface energy. As a result, the layer becomes 
shrinking on a substrate (Fig 4.2 (b)). 
- Layer – plus – island (Stranski – Krastanov) growth mode (Figure 4.1(c)) 
represents the intermediate case between the layer by layer and island growth 
mode. After the formation of the first layer, the island growth mode takes place. 
The thickness of the intermediate layer depends on the particular case. In this 
mode, ∆γ changes its sign with increasing film thickness.  
The relationship between ∆γ  and growth mode was displayed in Fig 4.2.  The 
observation of different growth modes can be identified experimentally by monitoring 
the growth parameters such as nucleation density, deposition rate, substrate properties, 
and temperature. Among of them, the layer – by layer growth mode is the most 
important since the deposition of single crystal films can be obtained with a 
controllable thickness and large area. Remarkably, this mode only can occur on a 
substrate having a same crystal structure and chemical composition with the film 
(homoepitaxy) or having a close matching crystal structure with the film 
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(heteroepitaxy). In the layer – by layer growth mode, there are two diffusion processes 
can greatly affect the actual growth mode: diffusion of atoms on a flat terrace 
(intralayer mass transport) and diffusion of atoms across a step edge (interlayer mass 
transport). Depending on the relative strength of these diffusion processes, the layer – 
by – layer growth proceeds according to one of three possible growth modes : step – 
flow growth, layer – by – layer growth and multilayer growth (Figure 4.3), which can 
be controlled by the deposition rate and substrate temperature. The dependence of the 
growth mode on the growth parameter can be found in Fig 4.4, which is called a 
``growth mode diagram``.  Step – flow growth occurs at high temperature for the 
substrate temperature (Ts) and at low flux of adsorbate when the diffusion of atoms 
across a step edge (interlayer diffusion) is stronger than the diffusion of atoms on a flat 
terrace (intralayer diffusion) and the distance between surfaces steps is smaller than 
the average distance between nuclei. All atoms of adsorbate are expected to reach the 
step before nucleation on the terraces happens. Therefore, a very smooth surface film is 
expect to obtain in this growth mode. However, it is strongly affected by the step of 
substrate.  If the substrate exhibit many steps with different height, the smooth film 
cannot be obtained.   When the intralayer diffusion is stronger than the interlayer 
diffusion, a layer – by layer or a multilayer growth mode occurs. For a layer – by layer 
mode, a sufficient strength of interlayer diffusion is necessary to ensure all atoms, 
which are deposited onto the top of the growing island, would reach the island edge 
and jump to the lower layer. A new layer starts to grow only after the previous layer 
has been entirely completed. If the interlayer diffusion is suppressed so much, the 
atoms of adsorbate cannot escape from the top of the island, promoting the nucleation 
process. As a result, multilayer 3D growth takes place (100).  
According to many issues as mentioned above, in order to obtain a large – size, 
high – quality film with controllable thickness, the layer – by layer growth mode 
should be employed. Therefore, a suitable substrate has a same crystal structure with 
the films is one of the prerequisites. Other growth parameters such as pressure, 
deposition rate or substrate temperature should be controlled to drive the growth 
process far away to 3D growth mode.  
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Figure 4.2 Schematic of the relationship between the surface energy of substrate𝛾𝛾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠, 
the surface energy of interface 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑥𝑥 , the surface energy of film 𝛾𝛾𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 on the growth 
mode. (a) When the surface energy of substrate is smaller than the sum of surface 
energy of film and the substrate – film interface, growing layer reduces surface energy, 
leading to complete wetting of the surface, the layer by layer mode occurs. (b) ) When 
the surface energy of substrate is larger than the sum of surface energy of film and the 
substrate – film interface, growing layer increases the interface and its own surface 
energy, leading a layer ``ball up`` on the substrate (100).  
 
Figure 4.3 Schematic of three possible growth modes in layer – by layer mode, 
depending on the diffusion processes. (a) Step – flow growth (b) Layer – by layer 
growth (c) Multilayer growth (101).  
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Figure 4.4 Dependence of growth mode on the growth parameter (temperature and 
deposition rate) (101).  
4.3. Controllable Growth of Large – Sized Bi2-xSbxTe3-ySey Ultrathin Film 
In many previous reports, the growth of TIs nanoplates  (NPs) by vapor – solid 
method occurs  with the island mode on SiO2/Si substrate. As a result, individual NPs 
with a very good hexagonal or triangular shape and a small size (< 10 µm) were 
obtained.  Interestingly, it was found that when a substrate has the same symmetry 
with a film` material, the size of sample can be expanded due to the coalescence of the 
neighbor NPs (61, 62). The similar situation is also happened in our experiment for 
growing BSTS NPs on mica substrates. In my previous report, by precisely controlling 
pressure and gas flow, BSTS nanoplates (NPs) were successful synthesized on 
fluorophlogopite mica KMg3(AlSi3O10)F2 substrates (63).Because of the hexagonally 
lattice symmetry as well as the atomic flatness, surface inertness, mica substrate would 
be the excellent substrate for epitaxial growth. Moreover, mica has a perfect (001) 
cleavage plane in which the symmetry is a hexagonal symmetry, making it become the 
most suitable substrate for BSTS growth. Therefore, almost NPs grown on mica have 
the same orientation, size and hexagonal shape (Fig.4.5 (c)). With an increase in the 
growth time, NPs enlarged and connected together, forming the large hexagonal NPs, 
as shown in Fig.4.5 (d) and (e). Interestingly, it was found that the thickness of the 
large NPs is strongly depended on the nuclei density and the thickness of nuclei. In Fig 
4.5 (d), due to a small number of nuclei at the initial stage, the growth process of large 
NPs takes long time, resulting in a thick sample. On the other hand, in Fig 4.5 (e), the 
density of nuclei is large enough, the coalescence can occur in a short growth time. A 
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thickness of the large NPs was comparable with individual NPs. There are two 
important conclusions for this growth process. First, a large size film could be obtained 
with mica substrate if the nucleation is enough high to cover over the substrate. Second, 
a film thickness strongly depended on the nuclei thickness. Therefore, in order to grow 
a large – size, uniform and controllable thickness film, the suitable high density of 
ultrathin nuclei at the beginning step becomes the key factor. 
Focusing on this requirement, I modified the growth system and carefully 
checked many growth conditions. First of all, we used the vacuum environment (P = 
10-1Pa) for growth process. Moreover, we contained the source material in a one – end 
– closed tube and put the mica substrate at the open side, inside a large quartz tube (d 
= 3 cm), as shown in Fig 4.6. At the growth temperature (~ 5000C), after evaporating, 
BSTS gas would be confined inside the small tube. Then it moved to outside almost in 
one direction and efficiently touched on the surface of mica before completely went off 
the system. In this setting, there are three main parameters should be responsible for 
the growth process: a size of source container tube (d), quality of source material and 
substrate temperature (Ts). Optimizing these parameters in which established the 
balance between the nucleation and growth processes is described in next part. 
 
Figure 4.5 Catalyst – free physical vapor deposition of BSTS nanoplates (NPs) (a, b) 
Schematic view illustrating the growth system in our previous work (62). (c) NPs for 1 
hour growth. (d) NPs for 2 hours growth. The thickness increased around 100 nm with 
the lateral size around 0.1 mm. (e) For 30 min growth, NPs composed of many 
ultrathin NPs (~ 10 nm). Since the high density of nuclei, the coalescence occurred 
immediately after the nuclei stage, leading an ultrathin and large – size NPs. 
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4.3.1 Effect of a small tube diameter (d) for growth process 
The role of a source container tube (a small tube) was very important in this 
growth method. Adjusting a small tube diameter (d) is an essential way to control the 
density of the gaseous BSTS which can determine the nucleation rate and the growth 
rate.  To prove the growth mechanism, I changed a size of inner small tube with a 
diameter d from 0.4 cm to 1.4 cm while fixed an amount of source materials (~ 0.015 g). 
Fig 4.7 showed the detailed growth process with different small tube diameters at the 
nucleation stage (~ 5min growth). Small nuclei (< 1µm in the lateral size) with random 
orientation and a large space variation of thickness indicated by different contrast color 
were observed in the case of d = 0.4 cm while NPs (~ 2µm) with almost same thickness 
and same orientation were obtained for d = 1 cm. For d = 1.4 cm, an ultrathin and 
continuous film, composed of well aligned NPs with ~ 3 nm thickness, was obtained. 
This implied that the predominant factor controlling the growth mechanism was the 
size of the inner quartz tube, rather than other growth parameters. Prolonging the 
growth time, two different crystal shapes were found depending on the inner tube 
diameter of d between 1 and 1.5 cm, as shown in Fig 4.8 and Fig 4.9. In d = 1 cm, 
hexagonal-shaped NPs with ~ 10 µm in size and thickness of 12 nm were grown for 15 
min, ending up with larger hexagonal NPs via the layer–plus–island growth mode 
(101). Upon prolonging the growth time, another additional layer was gradually grown 
on the first layer. On the other hand, in d = 1.4 cm, a BSTS film composed of well 
oriented BSTS NPs with thinner thickness of 3 nm grew after 5 min growth. With 
increasing the growth time, these two – dimensional NPs with several µm in size 
stacked on the precedent grown plates, ending up with a large single crystalline NP in 
the layer–by–layer van der Waals epitaxy growth mode (101). For d = 0.4 cm case, low 
– density nuclei with small size guarantee NPs independently grew along c axis 
without the connection between the adjacent NPs until the end of the growth (Fig 4.10 
(a)). According to the resulting morphology, three modes of thin film growth have 
been depicted: layer by layer for d = 1.4 cm, layer – plus – island for d = 1 cm and island 
mode for d = 0.4 cm. Fig 4.10 exhibited the optical images of BSTS films after 40 min 
growth with the different inner tube diameter which gave more evidence for the 
difference growth mode.  
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Figure 4.6 Catalyst – free physical vapor deposition of ultrathin BSTS film (a) Crystal 
structure of BSTS. (b) Schematic view illustrating the growth set up system.  (c) The 
proposed epitaxial growth mode on mica. 
Generally, the observed thin film often has different nano – structures due to 
the surface energy mismatch effect (101). At the nucleation stage, the orientation of the 
first seeding molecules is controlled by a balance between a molecule – molecule 
interaction and a substrate – molecule interaction while the film growth is the 
competition between them.  The layer – by – layer mode occurs when the atoms – 
substrate interactions are stronger than the atom – atom interactions or if both the 
interactions are strong while the flux of adatoms is slow enough to let the surface 
migration equilibrate the film. On the other hand, when the atom – atom interactions 
become stronger, the island mode occurs. For most case, the intermediate mode of 
layer – plus island is observed when the intermolecular and substrate – atom 
interactions are more or less balanced. Depending on a delicate balance of the 
interactions between the adatoms and the substrates, the growth mode is determined 
(101). These processes can be controlled through a deposition rate. In my case, a 
deposition rate was controlled by a small tube size d.  The optical images in Fig 4.10 
indicated that a large – size and smooth surface could be achieved with d = 1 cm and d 
= 1.4 cm. However, in the case of d = 1.4 cm, the film thickness could be easily tuned by 
the time growth (t ~ 5 – 7 mins for 3 nm layer) while it cannot be well controlled with d 
= 1 cm. Therefore, in order to prepare a large – size and controllable thickness film, I 
focused on the experiment with d = 1.4 cm rather than d =1 cm.  
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Figure 4.7 Influence of a tube diameter on the nucleation process (a) d = 0.4 cm: small 
nuclei (< 1µm) with variation thickness from ultrathin (purple color) to thick (yellow 
color). (b) d = 1.0 cm : triangle NPs with almost same orientation and thickness. (c) d = 
1.4 cm : ultrathin film composed  of many NPs with almost same orientation. 
 
Figure 4.8 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the growth process for d = 
1.0 cm with increasing the growth time, proposing the layer – plus – island growth 
mode.(a -c ) After 15 min growth, hexagonal nuclei (~ 10µm) with the same orientation 
were found. With further increasing the growth time (~ 30 min), the small NPs 
enlarged in the lateral direction and smoothly connected between each other. (d – g) 
The formation of the second layer on the surface of the first layer.  
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Figure 4.9 (a – d) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the growth process 
for the inner tube diameter d  = 1.4 cm against the growth time, proposing the layer – 
by - layer growth mode. A 3nm thickness layer was obtained after 5 min growth. This 
layer was composed of many small NPs with 1 – 2 µm in the lateral size. With 
increasing the growth time, a film thickness continuously changed (8 nm (10 min 
growth), 12 nm (15 min growth), 18 nm (30 min growth)). (e – g) AFM images of as-
grown BSTS ultrathin films for the inner tube diameter d  = 1.4 cm against the growth 
time.  
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Figure 4.10 Optical images of BSTS films after 40 min growth depending on the inner 
tube diameter (d). (a) With d = 0.4 cm, a very rough surface with many disconnecting 
area due to NPs independently grown up, indicating island mode growth. (b) With d = 
1.0 cm, the growth mode obeyed layer – plus – island growth mode. Almost NPs 
connected together to form the uniform film. There were some positions where the 
nuclei density was not enough, showed the dark color of mica substrate. (c) With d = 
1.4 cm, the layer – by – layer growth mode was confirmed. The top layer (bright color) 
was formed on the surface of different layer (brown color).  
4.3.2 Effect of substrate temperature on a film morphology 
It is commonly known that the film morphology not only depends on the 
deposition rate but is also dramatically affected by the temperature of substrate (Ts). 
For a fixed deposition rate via amount of source material (ms = 0.015g) and an inner 
tube size (d = 1.4 cm), the effect of substrate temperature on the morphology of BSTS 
films has been extensively investigated. Results were illustrated by AFM images in Fig 
4.11.  For Ts from 3500C to 3900C, we obtained the full coverage BSTS films on the mica 
substrate. However, three kind of film morphologies were observed with a small 
changing of Ts. At lowest TS, a high density of nucleation leads a small domain size 
while higher deposition temperatures (Ts = 370 – 3750C) a lower nucleation density and 
large domain was obtained. Further increasing Ts = 380 – 3900C, films composed of 
many large – domain size and different step height. According to the theory as 
mentioned before, in the layer by layer growth mode, at different TS as well as a flux 
adatoms, the growth would be classified as multilayer growth at low Ts and high flux, 
layer – by – layer growth at high Ts and high flux, and step – flow growth at high Ts 
and slow flux. In my case, the multilayer growth with small domain size and varying 
thickness was obtained at Ts = 350 -3600C while the layer – by layer growth with 
increasing of domain size and suppressing of nucleation density at TS = 370 – 3750C. 
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When Ts increases to 380 – 3900C, a single domain was composed of many steps while 
no nucleus was found on the top terraces.   A most striking feature is that as one 
descends the terraces along c axis, the step edges alternate between jagged and smooth. 
This is the property of a step – flow growth mode (102, 103). However, in contract with 
theory, the perfect smooth surface cannot achieved in my case. Reasons maybe come 
from the surface of mica substrate or a high flux since an ideal step – flow growth just 
can occur in a very low flux. As a result, I obtained many discrete domains with 
different height, as shown in Fig 4.11 (c).  Actually, a step – flow growth mode is the 
best for thin film growth since it provides a very smooth surface with precisely control 
a thickness. However, in my case, a cleavage surface of mica was used as a growth 
substrate, step height mica to obtain an atomically smooth surface. In this case, the 
layer – by – layer growth at TS = 370 – 3750C is the most suitable for growing a large – 
size and uniform film.  
 
Figure 4.11 AFM images of BSTS films grown with different substrate temperatures 
(Ts). (a) A multilayer growth mode was obtained at Ts = 350 – 3600C (b) The layer – by 
layer growth mode at Ts = 370 – 3750C. (c) The step flow growth mode at Ts = 380 – 
3900C. 
4.4 Conclusion 
In summary, we have clarified growth mechanism of BSTS thin film on the 
mica substrate. Present methods realized the large-area synthesis with high 
crystallinity and controllable thickness, providing the significant merit for the study of 
3D-TIs. Employing the dual tube system under vacuum condition, we demonstrated 
that the epitaxial growth of BSTS on mica can be accurately controlled in the centimeter 
– size ultrathin films. Compared with previous 3D-TI ultrathin film grown by MBE 
(104, 105), the individual domain size was enlarged to several µm with clearly 
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hexagonal or triangle shapes, which could improve carrier mobility of surface states 
due to reduction of the number of domain boundary 
Chapter 5 
Nondestructive Transfer Method of Bi2-
xSbxTe3-ySey Ultrathin Films onto SiO2/Si 
substrate 
Taking various applications of 3D-TI thin films into account, a development of a 
transfer method of BSTS ultrathin films grown on mica provide a significant merit for 
the study of 3D-TI. Actually, techniques to transfer large – area two – dimensional 
layered materials are well established in the field of graphene. A polymeric supporting 
layer has been successfully demonstrates as a transferring template for various 2D 
materials such as graphene, MoS2, hBN, and TIs ultrathin films grown by MBE method 
(107 – 109). Employing this transfer process, large – area Bi2Se3 films grown on Al2O3 
(0001) and amorphous SiO2 substrates with thickness down to 4 QL were successful 
transferred onto various substrates (109). However, transport measurements showed 
that the carrier mobility is greatly suppressed to 900 – 1800 cm2V-1S-1 after the film 
transfer process, indicating degradations of the film quality. We studied various 
exfoliation methods of BSTS ultrathin films grown on mica and found a new way that 
can transfer to various substrates by preserving the original structure. 
5.1 Transfer Process for BSTS Thick Films (thickness > 15 nm) 
At the very beginning, NMD – W 2.38% was found to be employed as a 
remover solution of the BSTS thin film from the mica substrate. However, it was very 
difficult to completely remove the solution from the film. Some residues were still 
remained not only on the top surface but also under bottom surface of BSTS films, as 
shown on Fig 5.1 (a), which is harmful for the device performance. On the other hand, 
it is well known that deionized water (H2O) can easily remove NMD – W 2.38% in 
photolithography process. Therefore, washing by H2O was added as the second step 
before completely sticking a float film on a new substrate by acetone. Fig 5.1 presents 
the optical images of the 30nm transferred BSTS films on SiO2/Si (300 nm) without and 
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with the washing process by H2O. For the latter case (Fig 5.1 (b)), the thin film well 
attached on substrates with a clean top surface, indicating the absence of observable 
resist residues. The same process was employed to transfer thinner samples with 
thickness around 18 nm. Fig 5.2 shows the successful transferred 18 nm BSTS film with 
the large size and keeping the smooth surface.  The transferred films were heated up to 
1000C using a vacuum oven to remove remained water and acetone. Before device 
fabrication, the surface morphology can further be improved by annealing at 3700C in 6 
hours. Interestingly, we found that H2O can reduce the peel rate as well as prevent 
shrinkage of a film after detaching from a mica substrate. This property become very 
important for transferring the ultrathin film with thickness less than 10 nm. 
 
Figure 5.1 Optical images of the BSTS film with thick of 30 nm transferred using (a) 
only NMD – W 2.38% (b) NMD – W 2.38% and H2O as a remover solution. A clean 
surface and well attachment on SiO2/ Si (300 nm) was obtained in the latter case. In set 
is the photograph image of the transferred film. 1 cm2 BSTS film was successful transfer 
on a SiO2 / Si substrate. 
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Figure 5.2 Transfer process for 18 nm BSTS film. (a) From left to right : the photograph 
image of a mica substrate, 18 nm BSTS film grown on mica substrate, 18 nm BSTS film 
transfer on a SiO2/Si substrate, and a SiO2/ Si substrate.(b – c) Optical images of 18 nm 
BSTS before and after transfer. (d) Thickness profile of 18 nm transferred sample. Data 
was taken along the white line on (c). 
5.2 Transfer Process for Thin Films (thickness < 15 nm) 
Fig 5.3 (a) shows that the similar transfer process was fail when employing for 
ultrathin films (thickness ~ 12 nm). The detach process very quickly happens and then 
separates the film to many parts. In this case, NMW – D 2.38% is too strong to use as 
the remover solution. Therefore, only H2O was employed for the ultrathin film transfer 
process. Before put inside H2O, we made some scratches at the outer edge of sample, 
the peeling thus initiates from these positions, and then gradually spreads out 
probably due to the capillary wet etch mechanism. The free standing ultrathin film 
then was transferred on SiO2/ Si substrate. HMDS (hexamethyldisilazane) was 
deposited on the SiO2 surfaces in effort to remove the remained H2O without any 
damage for the ultrathin film since it ensures the substrate surface is hydrophobic (110). 
The transferred films then put in vacuum box to slowly remove the remained water. 
After that slowly heating to 1500C and kept in 2 hours before annealing at 3700C in 6 
hours to improve the morphology. Using this transfer process, we are able to transfer 
the BSTS ultrathin films with thickness down to 3 ~ 4 nm, as shown in Fig 5.3 (b). 
Employing this process, we are able to transfer BSTS film with thickness in the range of 
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12 to 3 nm. The AFM image of transferred film clearly indicated that the film 
morphology was not changed with large triangular terraces.  
 
Figure 5.3 Optical images of the ultrathin BSTS films (~ 3nm)  after transfer. (a) NMD – 
W 2.38% and H2O were employed as remover solution. (b) Only H2O was used for 
transfer process.  
 
Figure 5.4 (a) Photograph image of 8 nm BSTS film with full coverage on mica. (b) 
Optical images of (a) after transfer onto SiO2/ Si substrate. The excellent continuity of 
the film (indicated by a deep blue color) over a few millimeter length scales with 
uniform color contrast indicates the thickness uniformity and the success of transfer 
process. (c) AFM image of the 8 nm film transfer on SiO2/ Si substrate, exhibiting the 
atomically flat film with long triangular terraces, indicates no any surface modification 
or damage on the transferred film. 
5.3 Characterization of BSTS Ultrathin Films 
After the film transfer process, BSTS thin film was characterized by energy 
dispersive X–ray (EDX) spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy and X–Ray diffraction 
(XRD). For EDX measurements, as-grown film on mica was first transferred on a 
conducting carbon tape or a SiO2/Si (300 nm) substrate, because selenium (Se) ratio 
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was usually underestimated compared to other elements on the mica substrate. EDX 
analyses revealed the uniform chemical composition of Bi:Sb:Te:Se of 1.53:0.47:1.71:1.29 
in atomic ratio  within the resolution of EDX (Fig.5.5 (a)). After transferring as-grown 
BSTS films with 30 and 18 nm in thickness onto a glass substrate, their structure was 
reexamined by XRD. Clear (00ℓ) (ℓ=3n, where n in integer) diffraction peaks of BSTS 
(Fig.5.5 (b)) were observed. The Raman spectra showed the same peak positions before 
and after the film transfer processes (Fig.5.5 (c)) with keeping the same five peaks at 
109, 125, 136, 156, 163 cm-1 shown in Fig.5.5 (d), being consistent with the previous 
results  (63). 8 to 30 nm thickness films were evaluated in the same fashion by Raman 
spectra as shown in Fig.5.5 (e). It is apparent that BSTS thin films can nondestructively 
be exfoliated from mica and transferred to other substrates in keeping the as-grown 
composition and morphology.  
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Figure 5.5 Characterization of the transferred film with different thickness. (a) EDX 
spectra of 30 nm film shows the coexistent of four elements: Bi, Sb, Te, Se with the 
atomic ratio 1.53 : 0.47 : 1.71 : 1.29. No impurity was found from this spectra. . (b)X-ray 
diffraction of the transferred films on a glass substrate with 30 and 18 nm in thickness. 
(c) Raman spectra of as-grown and transferred samples, where one can see that the 
sample quality is not changed by the transfer process. (d) Fitting curve using 
Lorentzian functions for an 18 nm film. The fitting displays five peaks at 109, 125, 136, 
156 and 163 cm-1. (e) Thickness dependence of Raman spectra from 3 – 50 nm and bulk 
single crystal. The peak positions did not change, indicating the same composition of 
BSTS films (63). 
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5.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we have presented that the high – quality BSTS grown on mica 
substrate in the centimeter scale can be transferred to SiO2/ Si substrates with any 
thickness, as low as 2 ~ 3 nm while keeping the morphology as well as composition. 
Considering that BSTS is one of the best TIs, transferring process will bring many new 
opportunities for novel TI devices. In the next chapter, the electrical transport 
measurement for as – grown films on mica and transferred films on SiO2/ Si (300 nm) 
will be shown to prove the 3D-TI properties of our films.  
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Chapter 6 
Electrical Transport of Ultrathin  
Bi2-xSbxTe3-ySey Films 
As mentioned in chapter 2, the surface state of 3D – TIs is a host of spin – polarized 
Dirac fermion which is potential to use in the application research (85 – 92). However, a 
serious material’s drawback is the poor insulating bulk electronic states. Therefore, 
materials having the highly insulating bulk electronic states are promising to efficiently 
utilize the surface states of 3D-TIs. Bi2-xSbxTe3-ySey (BSTS) is realized as one of 
prominent candidate for 3D-TI research due to the highly insulating bulk states (43 - 
45). Actually, one of the most distinct electronic transport signatures predicted for 
topological surface states (TSS), the quantum Hall effect under magnetic fields, was 
confirmed in BiSbTeSe2 using the exfoliated bulk single crystal (74). This indicates that 
this system provides an excellent platform to pursue a fundamental research as well as 
novel device applications predicted in TIs. In the view of electric transport research, 
there is no report about electric transport properties using the high quality and large 
BSTS thin film which is important step to utilize the BSTS thin film for studies of 3D-TI 
electric devices. Moreover, electric transport of ultrathin BSTS is still lacking which is 
the host of the massive Dirac fermion with highly insulating bulk electric background. 
As shown before, by using physical vapor deposition, a large – size BSTS films 
with controllable film thickness were successful grown and transferred onto SiO2/Si 
substrate. We chose SiO2/Si (300 nm) as the substrate for transfer process since the 
back – gate electric field effect devices can be fabricated. Tuning a chemical potential 
by applying gate voltage is a powerful tool to investigate the novel electric properties 
and is indeed standard approach in the research of the two dimensional layered 
materials (38, 54, 72, 73, 74, 75) . When the Fermi level is tuned in the vicinity of Dirac 
point, the transport behavior of SS would be emphasized, leading to fully utilize the 
unique properties of the surface states. However, chalcogenide TI`s surfaces are 
environmentally sensitive (34 – 36) and easily degrade after the film transfer process 
(110). For these reasons, it is essential to confirm the characteristic electric transport of 
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surface states of 3D-TIs after the film transfer process and the ability to control the 
Fermi energy using the field effect transistor device before further experiments. 
In this chapter, we reported the electric transport properties of the ultrathin 3D 
– TI Bi1.5Sb0.5Te1.7Se1.3 film for the as – grown samples on mica and the transferred 
samples on SiO2/Si substrate with various film thicknesses. In order to confirm the 
existence of the topological surface states before and after the film transferred process, 
characteristic electrical transport properties of Dirac fermions i.e. (1) ambipolar carrier 
transport (2)  π Berry’s phase in the Shubnikov de Haas (SdH) oscillations were 
clarified employing field effect transistor device. For transferred samples, we repeated 
experiments using several devices. In this thesis, we showed the results of thick and 
ultrathin films (film thickness of 18 nm and 3nm, respectively) which are 
representative of the overall behavior in the present BSTS thin films. 
6.1. Thickness and Temperature Dependence of Resistance 
We first discussed results of as-grown samples on the mica substrate at zero 
magnetic field (B = 0 T). Figure 6.1 shows the temperature (T) dependence of the sheet 
resistance (Rsheet) for as-grown samples on mica substrates with various film 
thicknesses (t). With t = 50 nm, thermal excitation Rsheet – T curve was confirmed at 
high-T regime, as shown in inset of Fig 6.1. Around 85 K, it showed saturation and 
changed to a metallic T-dependence at low-T. For the film thickness of 30 nm case, an 
insulating behavior at high-T regime weakened with the higher saturation temperature 
(~ 182 K) in Rsheet–T curve and the metallic behavior at low-T was emphasized. For the 
thin sample with thicknesses between 8 nm and 18 nm, the metallic Rsheet–T curves 
were observed in the wide T range. When the film thicknesses were reduced below 8 
nm, a metallic T-dependences gradually weakened and it changed to insulating 
behavior when thickness reduced from 8 to 3 nm. Similar trends were also confirmed 
for the transferred samples on SiO2/Si substrates, as shown in Fig. 6.2.  It is clearly 
indicated that Rsheet rapidly increases in the ultrathin regime (t ~ 3 – 4 nm) when T 
decreases. With increase in t, this behavior weakened. The similar phenomena have 
also been found in the ultrathin Bi2Se3 films grown by MBE (83).  
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Figure 6.1 Temperature dependence of the sheet resistance Rsheet (T) of BSTS films 
grown on mica with various thicknesses (3 – 50 nm). Inset: Arrhenius – law fitting for 
the 50 nm sample.   
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Figure 6.2 Temperature dependence of the sheet resistance Rsheet (T) of transferred BSTS 
films grown on SiO2/Si (300 nm) with various thicknesses (30 – 3 nm). 
Typically, in high – resistance and thick samples, Rsheet increased upon lowering 
temperature down to T ~ 50 – 100K, and approximately saturated at lower T (40, 43, 44). 
Such temperature dependence was normally interpreted in terms of 3D bulk carriers in 
the valence or conduction band, which were thermally activated from in – gap 
impurity states. Their contribution to transport was relevant at high T and was 
suppressed at sufficiently low T, which indicated the emergence of additional 
conducting channels.  This behavior was more pronounced in the thinner sample. A 
clear semiconductor – metal transition was found as the thickness decreases in many 
transport experiments of 3D – TIs (74, 112). The variation of Rsheet with sample`s 
thickness could be understood in terms of the coexistence of surface states (metallic 
behavior) and a bulk insulating gap at the same EF. When EF located inside the bulk 
energy gap, the residual bulk conduction by carriers thermally activated from an 
impurity band was dominant in the thick sample. When the thickness reduced, the 
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bulk carriers were suppressed and the contribution from surface states was expected to 
increase, resulting in the metallic behavior in overall of Rsheet (T).  
When the thickness of a film is comparable with a decay length of the surface – 
state into the bulk, hybridization of top and bottom surface is expected to open the 
energy gap on the topological surface states. In Bi2Se3 or (Bi1-xSbx)2Te3 system, the 
opening of the energy gap was confirmed when the film thickness reduced below 6 
QLs. This hybridization gap made a drastic change in the Rsheet-T curves from the 
metallic to the insulating behavior (83, 114). Theoretically, a formula of conductivity as 
a function of temperature is derived for both massless and massive Dirac fermions and 
therefore it gives a useful way towards the quantitative study of the electric transport 
in 3D – TIs (81). According to the theory, the total conductivity can be described as  
σ = 𝜎𝜎𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 + 𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒           (6.1), 
where 𝜎𝜎𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 is the conductivity correction from the quantum interference and σee is the 
conductivity correction from the electron – electron interaction. Based on the 
calculation, the conductivity formula is a function of T, magnetic field B, and the Dirac 
model parameter ∆/2𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹 , which ∆ is the energy gap in the surface states. Therefore, the 
gapless system is Δ/2EF = 0 and the gapped system is Δ/2EF > 0. In the massless 
system, 𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  logarithmically decreases with a decrease in T in B = 0 T whereas 𝜎𝜎𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 
increases logarithmically. Therefore, the total conductivity would be depended on the 
strength of each component. In the massive system, the calculation result showed that 
a gradient of 𝜎𝜎𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 –T curves strongly depends on the Δ/2EF. When the ∆ is comparable 
to EF, 𝜎𝜎𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖showed a logarithmically decrease with a decrease in T. 𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 – T curve also 
showed a logarithmically decrease and is enhanced due to the suppression of the 
electron screening when the film thickness decreases. Therefore, emphasizing the 
insulating behavior in the Rsheet-T curves with decreasing t in the ultrathin regions 
suggests the hybridization of the top and the bottom surface, i.e. Dirac fermion changes 
from massless to the massive states with decreasing t. 
Based on these explanations, we can quantitatively understand our temperature 
dependence of Rsheet. For a 50 nm sample case, due to the large contribution of bulk 
channel, the semiconducting behavior at high T region was obtained, then it saturated 
at low T (~ 85K). Below 85 K, the surface channel transports became dominant, the 
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metallic behavior therefore could be observed.  As the thickness reduced, the 
contribution of SS expected to enhance, expanding the metallic T region. Our results 
were consistent with the T – dependence of Rsheet obtained from high bulk single crystal 
BSTS (44, 74, 112) in the range of thickness from 50 nm to around 20 nm. Below 20 nm, 
although the value of Rsheet was high (~ several kΩ), almost films exhibited the metallic 
behavior in the wide T range, indicating dominant contribution of the metallic surface 
states. In the ultrathin regime (t ~ 3 – 4 nm), Rsheet rapidly increased at low T.  These 
drastic changes in the Rsheet- T were consistent with the formation of the hybridization 
gap based on the theoretical prediction (82). In order to clarify the different between 
the massless and massive system, transferred samples on SiO2/Si (300 nm) substrates, 
which could approach to control the EF via gating, would provide further information 
to prove the thickness dependence of the electronic states in the present BSTS ultrathin 
film. 
6.2.  Electric Transport of Thick Film (t = 18 nm) Transferred on SiO2/Si 
Substrate 
6.2.1 Magnetoresistance  
The B dependence of magnetoresistance (MR) for BSTS film with t = 18 nm 
transferred on the SiO2/Si at 2K was shown in Fig 6.3. A weak – antilocalization (WAL) 
like behavior decorated by the clear SdH oscillations were observed. The oscillating 
components (∆𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥) after subtracting the background magnetoresistance as shown in 
Fig. 6.3 (b) revealed clear 1/B periodic oscillations with the amplitude decay as a 
function of B, being consistent with the SdH oscillations (40, 41, 44, 51, 61, 63, 66).  The 
Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) clearly demonstrated two oscillation periodicity of 8 
T and 21 T as shown in Fig. 6.3 (c). 
As mentioned before, because successive emptying of Landau levels (LLs) 
provides the Nth minima in ∆Rxx, the relation of the LL index N to the Fermi surface 
cross – section area AN can be described using the semiclassical Onsager equation (50, 
69, 70) 
𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁 =  2𝜋𝜋𝑒𝑒ћ 𝐵𝐵(𝑁𝑁 + 𝛾𝛾)         (6.2) 
For the trivial carrier case, γ = 1/2, which results in a zero Berry’s phase while γ = 0 
indicates π Berry’s phase in the case of the Dirac fermions. In order to estimate γ in 
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each oscillation, we plotted a Landau Level fan diagram by treating the valley in ΔRxx 
as an integer n and the peak as a half integer (n +1/2) as shown in Fig 6.3 (d). The 
extrapolated Landau index N at extreme field limit (1/B → 0) is obtained to be 0.5 ± 
0.03  for 8 T oscillation and 0.41 ± 0.05 for 21 T  oscillation from the least square fitting 
using the function of  N = (BF/B) + α. The results imply that the additional Berry phase 
with π for BF = 8T and 0.82π for BF = 21T, as a direct evidence of 2D Dirac fermions.  
To provide more evidences for Dirac electrons, we perform further analysis on 
the SdH oscillations of ΔRxx. The magnetic field dependence of SdH oscillations in ΔRxx 
can be described as (114, 115) : 
∆𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥(𝐵𝐵) = 𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝐴𝐴 �−𝜋𝜋𝜇𝜇𝐵𝐵� cos �2𝜋𝜋(𝐵𝐵𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵 − 12 +  𝛽𝛽)�   (6.3) 
 where A is the amplitude, μ is the carrier mobility, BF is the periodic frequency of SdH 
oscillations, and β is the Berry phase shift. Figure 6.3 (b) showed that the ΔRxx fits 
equation (3) well, yielding µ = 2500 cm2V-1S-1 for BF = 8 T oscillation and 5100 cm2V-1S-1 
for BF = 21 T oscillation. The value of Berry phase was also very close to the π for Dirac 
fermions, with π ±0.2π for BF = 8T and (0.85 ± 0.03)π for BF = 21T.  Although the value 
in 21 T oscillations were a little bit smaller than the ideal value of π theoretically 
expected in the massless Dirac fermions, similar deviation is frequently observed and 
explained in terms of the influence of the symmetrically curved Dirac dispersion in 3D-
TIs (44, 51, 71) as well as the error of the subtracting background magnetoresistance.  
The results of analysis indicated that these two nontrivial topological states could 
reasonably be ascribed to both top and bottom surface Dirac states. These results gave 
a clear evidence that both of two SS of BSTS film could be preserved after the film 
transfer process. Moreover, the carrier mobility was record-high within the large 3D-TI 
thin film transferred to the arbitrary substrate such as the SiO2/Si substrate (111) and 
as high as previous bulk insulating 3D-TI thin films prepared by mechanical exfoliation 
(44, 51) and MBE (111). 
In order to estimate the cyclotron mass mc, temperature dependence of the 
amplitude of SdH oscillation as shown in Fig. 6.4 (a) was analyzed by fitting with the 
Lifshitz – Kosevich (LK) theory (44, 51, 61) 
∆𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥  ∝  𝛼𝛼Ｔ ∆ＥＮ(𝐵𝐵)�sinh [𝛼𝛼𝑇𝑇 ∆𝐸𝐸𝑁𝑁(𝐵𝐵)]⁄    (6.4) 
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where ∆EN = heB/2πmcc and α = 2π2kB with the Landau index of N. For evaluation, we 
chose the most prominent intense signals with LL indices of N21T = 3, 3.5, 4 and BF = 21T 
and N8T = 2 for BF = 8T, and their fitting results were shown in Fig. 4(f). These analyses 
yielded mc = (0.129±0.01)me for N21T = 3.5, m*=(0.125±0.03)me for N21T = 3 and mc = 
(0.117±0.005)me, where me is the free electron mass, and these values were similar with 
the previous reports in BSTS single crystals (44, 51). Having confirmed the massless 
Dirac fermion on the top and the bottom surface, we addressed the position of the 
Fermi level in our sample. The Fermi energy can be calculated from  
𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹 =  𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑣𝑣𝐹𝐹2          (6.5) 
Where mc is the cyclotron mass and vF is the Fermi velocity which is estimated through 
the averaged wave number 
𝑣𝑣𝐹𝐹 =  ћ𝑘𝑘𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐                (6.6) 
By using the Onsager relation B, kF was obtained  
𝐵𝐵𝐹𝐹 = ( ћ𝑐𝑐2𝜋𝜋𝑒𝑒)𝜋𝜋𝑘𝑘𝐹𝐹2       (6.7) 
The result shows that kF = 2.52*106 and 1.56*106 cm-1 for 21 and 8 T oscillation. Since mc 
was known, we calculated the Fermi velocity and the Fermi position to be vF = 2.45 x 
105 m/s and EF = 40 meV above the Dirac point for the surface with 21 T oscillation and 
vF = 1.55* 105 m/s and EF = 15 meV for another surface with 8 T oscillation. Also we 
obtained the value of the scattering time τ21T = 3.39*10-13s and τ8T = 1.66*10 -13s, 
respectively. These results were comparable with the value of high – quality single 
crystals, specially, the scattering times were consistent with the observation results 
from BSTS nanoflakes  (51), which was approximate larger than of the bulk single 
crystal.  
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Figure 6.3  Magnetoresistance of 18 nm transferred BSTS film at 2K and zero voltage (a) 
Magnetoresistance at 2K and VG = 0 V. Under low magnetic fields, a weak 
antilocalization (WAL) was observed, whereas clear oscillations could be confirmed 
under high magnetic field. (b) Dependence of oscillation in Rxx (ΔRxx) on 1/B after 
subtracting the background. Solid lines were theoretical fittings by referring to the 
results of fast Fourier transformation. (c) Fast Fourier transformation of ΔRxx .(d) 
Landau level (LL) fan diagram plot of ΔRxx. Solid lines were the linear fitting: n = (F/B) 
+ α with α = 0.41 ±0.05  for BT = 21T and α = 0.50 ± 0.03 for BT=8T.  
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Figure 6.4 Temperature dependence of SdH oscillation (a) 1/B dependence of ΔRxx at 
various temperatures (b) Temperature dependence of amplitude of the SdH 
oscillations for the LL indices of N = 3(21 T), N = 4 (21 T), 2 (8 T), N = 3.5 (21 T). Solid 
lines were theoretical fitting with the Lifshitz – Kosevich (LK) theory. 
6.2.2 Ambipolar Field Effect  
As shown in Fig. 6.5, ambipolar carrier conduction was clearly observed by 
controlling gate voltage (VG.). As VG becomes large in the negative direction, 
longitudinal resistance Rxx (black line) increased until reaching a maximum (~3387 Ω) 
at VG = -130 V and then decreased. It showed a 30 – 70 % variation when VG swept 
from 30V to -145V. The same situation could also be viewed for the Hall coefficient (red 
line) in the same figure, where the sign changed from minus (electron conduction) to 
plus (hole conduction). The VG dependence of Rxx was a little bit asymmetric in shape 
before and after the sign change, and such VG-Rxx characteristics resemble the previous 
observations on the 3D-TIs (38, 74). It was generally noticed that asymmetric surface 
band structure in 3D-TIs between the electron and the hole sides frequently gave an 
asymmetric ambipolar action. As shown in the MR results, there were top and bottom 
surfaces in our film in which the bottom surface could be well controlled by gate in 
contrary with the top surface. In addition, due to the thickness of our sample was 
around 18 nm, the bulk carrier may give the contribution on the total resistance. As the 
result, the maximum Rxx was around 3400 Ω as well as the applied gate voltage was a 
little bit high (~ 130V). This kind behavior was also observed in previous report with t 
> 10 nm (74). We have examined another sample with a thickness was around 10 nm, 
and obtained the decreasing VG for the ambipolar behavior as well as the higher on/off 
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ratio, as shown in Fig. 6.6, indicating stronger influence of bottom gate on top surface 
when thickness reduced.  
 
Figure 6.5 Ambipolar field effect conduction of 4-probe resistance Rxx and Hall 
coefficient RH of 18 nm transferred film as a function of VG. At VG= -130V, Rxx 
approached to a peak (~3400Ω) where the total carrier density became minimum. RH 
changed its sign at the Dirac neutral point when the dominant carrier type changed to 
the other type. Non zero–conductance region was observed most presumably due to 
the presence of the surface states inside the bulk gap although the contribution of top 
and bottom surfaces cannot be distinguished from each other. 
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Figure 6.6 Ambipolar field effect conduction of 4-probe resistance Rxx and Hall 
coefficient RH of a 10 nm transferred film as a function of VG. The maximum Rxx values 
approached around VG = -102 V when RH changed its sign from electron to hole. Since 
it was thinner than the previous sample (18 nm), the ambipolar field effect occured at 
lower gate voltage, indicating the stronger effect of bottom gate on top surface.  
6.3 Transport properties of 3 nm Transferred Films 
Massless topological surface states have been experimentally identified and 
extensively studied in many TI system (55, 82 - 84, 114, 115). More recently, the exotic 
and interesting physics associated with the coupling between the top and the bottom 
SS in the 2D limit of 3D – TIs has attracted new attention. It was expected from theory 
that when the film thickness is comparable with the surface – state decay length into 
the bulk, the tunneling between the top and bottom surfaces opens an energy gap in 
the Dirac cone centered at the Г point (k = 0) and forms two degenerate massive Dirac 
hyperbolas (80, 81) which has a k – dependent spin – configuration. This gap is 
expected to give rise to many interesting phenomena such as Majorana fermion (93, 94), 
topological magnetoelectric effect (95), and quantized anomalous Hall effect (92). 
Interestingly, a recent result from ARPES report a systematic spin – resolved, angle – 
resolved photoemission spectroscopy (SR – ARPES) and spin – integrated ARPES 
measurements on ultrathin Bi2Se3 films grown by MBE (98).  They investigated the 
degree of spin polarization of the films as a function of electron wave vector for films 
with various thicknesses. Even though the energy gap opened on the surface states, the 
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spin – polarization property of TI surface states still preserved when the thickness 
down to 3QL (3 nm). That observation suggested that ultrathin films could serve as the 
basic for making qualitatively new devices, which cannot be realized in the bulk 
material. Theoretically, many novel electric devices were suggested based on this novel 
spin texture in the 3D-TI ultrathin film research. For applications in the spintronics, the 
ultrathin film could be used to fabricate new types of spin switching nanodevices. The 
spin spectroscopic results suggested that we are able to control the polarization 
magnitude by tuning the Fermi level.  When the Fermi level was shifted toward the 
band edge by the application of the gate voltage, the helical spin texture was 
suppressed, being contrast with the 3D-TI with the massless Dirac fermion. 
Focusing on the novel properties of the ultrathin region where the gap opens, 
the ultrathin BSTS films were grown and transferred to SiO2/Si substrate for device 
fabrication. However, to date only a few experiments have been carried out on 
ultrathin Bi2Se3 films and (Bi1-xSbx)2Te3 films grown by MBE, showing a minimum 
thickness of 5- 6 QL (5-6 nm) to open the energy gap on the surface states. In the BSTS 
case, there was no experimental report to confirm the energy gap on the surface states 
in the ultrathin film region. In our case, we took the experiment by using the 
transferred 3 nm film on SiO2/ Si (300 nm) (Fig 6.7) and gave the comparison with the 
gapless system to confirm the opening of the hybridization gap.  
 Figure 6.8 showed the temperature and field dependence of Rsheet at 2 K at VG = 
0 V. As mentioned before, the temperature dependent of Rsheet showed insulating 
behavior over the entire T-range. At low-T (~18K ), R sheet rapidly increased with 
decreasing T, similar with the observation Rsheet (T) of ultrathin Bi2Se3 films when the 
gap opened. In order to clarify the original insulating behavior, we employed the gate 
– dependent measurement at T = 2K and at zero magnetic field, shown on Fig 6.9. 
Remarkably, we obtained the giant gate modulation (on/off ratio ~ 11000) with 
resistance rapidly increasing around VG = 70 V. Compared with the gate modulations 
in the thicker samples (~ 8nm), the high on/ off ratio as well as the quite high Rsheet 
could be attributed to the extreme low density of states in 3 nm film when Fermi level 
was tuned into the hybridization gap on the surface states.  
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Figure 6.7 (a) Optical images of the transferred 3nm BSTS film on SiO2/Si (300 nm) 
substrate (× 1000 times). (b) Optical image of the devices, the broken line to guide the 
eye for sample position (× 250 times). 
 
Figure 6.8 Temperature dependence of sheet resistance Rsheet of 3 nm BSTS film 
transferred on SiO2/Si.  
 
Figure 6.9 Gate voltage dependence of Rsheet at 2 K and zero magnetic field. The high 
on / off ratio (~ 11000) as well as quite high Rsheet indicated the extreme low density of 
states when Fermi level (EF) was tuned around the hybridization gap. The inset 
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showed schematics of EF positions relative to the gapped surface states under gate 
voltage. 
6.4 Conclusion    
As mentioned before, the discovery of 3D – TIs expected to open new 
opportunities for the next device generation based on their novel electronic surface 
states.  However, there are many problems in experiments to realize the theoretical 
expectations, for example, the large contribution of bulk carriers in transport which can 
suppress the surface states (SS) or the sensitivity of SS with environment (H2O, air,..). 
In order to solve these problems, nanostructure of 3D –TIs is a good candidate since it 
can enhance the contribution of SS. Usually, MBE is employed for the thin film growth 
and vapor – solid methods is employed for growth of other nanostructures (nanowire, 
nano ribbon, nano particles,..). In this thesis, for the first time, we demonstrated the 
large size and high quality BSTS ultrathin film grown by vapor – solid method and 
precisely controllable the film thickness from 3 nm to 60 nm. For the massless system 
with t ≥ 8 nm , we demonstrated that our film quality was sufficient to determine the 
novel properties of the surface states. Ambipolar carrier transport of massless Dirac 
fermions as the topological surface as well as the robust SdH oscillations with π Berry’s 
phase were confirmed in present thin film. Estimated carrier mobility was record high 
in the 3D-TI ultrathin film after the film transfer onto the arbitrary substrate. For the t = 
3 nm thin film, electric transport indicated the opening of energy gap on the surface 
states of BSTS ultrathin film i.e. massive Dirac fermion emerges which would give 
many interesting phenomena in 3D – TI research. Therefore, the present method would 
give a superior methodology for utilizing the novel surface electrical transport of 3D-
TIs for various electric device applications. 
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Chapter 7  
In-plane Topological p-n Junction in Three-
Dimensional Topological Insulator 
Bi1.5Sb0.5Te1.7Se1.3 
Spin – momentum helical locking is the most important properties of the nontrivial 
topological surface states in 3D – TIs, which leads them to the promising host to 
discover many exotic physics for future device applications. Their helical Dirac-cone 
surface states are ideal for ultralow dissipative electrical transport, which includes both 
spin and charge degrees of freedom, and a new design of a logical circuit applicable to 
various electric devices. Due to the spin – momentum locking, the spin of the 3D-TI 
Dirac cone surface state lies in-plane, and is locked at right angles to the carrier 
momentum, leading to a spin – polarized current. One of the most important concepts 
for utilizing such intriguing spin-locked surface states is the topological p-n junction 
(TPNJ) (89, 90). Theoretically, the inverted helical spin structure in contact between p-
type and n-type Dirac cones gives superior rectification of spin and charge current (90). 
A large backward scattering of charge current at TPNJ can theoretically give rise to 
current rectification switching as well as amplification in spin current associated with 
spin polarization (90). Such TPNJ studies were recently made for graphene, where 
pseudo spin locking is realized via its special geometrical structure and inversion 
symmetry (116 – 118). Although intensive challenges for fabrication and observation of 
TPNJs have so far been made also for 3D-TIs as a real spin-locked system (119 - 121) 
the important backward scattering and its on-off switching of charge current flow 
originating from the spin-locked helical Dirac cone surface states have still yet to be 
experimentally reported. Considering the novel electric transport for TPNJ as well as 
its applications to 3D-TI devices by employing ultralow dissipative spin and charge 
currents, a truly firm confirmation and understanding on TPNJ fabricated on the in-
plane surface of 3D-TIs are desired. The main problem for making the in – plane TPNJ 
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is the coexistence of top and bottom surface states in which the Fermi levels are located 
at different positions due to the difference of surface environments especially in the 
case of the ultrathin film structure on the substrate, as discussed in the previous 
chapter. Almost theoretical report proposed the top gate or dual gate device structures 
to independently control n- and p-type region in the 3D – TI thin film (89, 90) and they 
ignored the effect came from other channels such as opposite surface, the band 
bending effect, bulk carrier. Therefore, these kind of proposed structures became very 
difficult to realize experimentally. In this chapter, I reported experimental evidence for 
a TPNJ fabricated on a surface of single crystal 3D-TI Bi1.5Sb0.5Te1.7Se1.3 (BSTS) ultrathin 
films with a half of sample covered by tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane 
(F4-TCNQ), an organic molecule known to inject holes to the Dirac cone surface states 
of BSTS (127) for tuning the chemical potential on its half from n-type to p-type. In this 
structure, a TPNJ could be created on the in-plane surface as shown in Fig 7.1. Because 
of a variety of work functions available from organic semiconductors and a simple, 
non-damaging fabrication process (122 - 124), carrier tuning on the 3D-TI surface by 
employing an organic semiconductor molecule via interface contact with 3D-TIs is 
promising for making TPNJs. While the TPNJ was created on the top surface of BSTS 
ultrathin films, the bottom surface with originally n-type was also modified by the 
influence of the substrate contact and its chemical potential was further changed under 
the deposition region of F4-TCNQ.  We controlled the chemical potential of the bottom 
surface by employing back-gating voltage (VG) in a field effect transistor structure on a 
SiO2/Si substrate.   
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Figure 7.1 Schematic view of a topological p-n junction (TPNJ) device to realize Klein 
tunneling effect in 3D – TIs using BSTS ultrathin films. (a) Klein tunneling effect in 3D – 
TIs : when the electron incoming to the potential barrier, the almost zero incident angle 
gives the perfect transmission due to the Klein tunneling whereas the well finite 
incident angle give the reflection of the electron due to the translational symmetry 
along the p-n junction and spin momentum locking (90) (b) Experimental design : 
tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4-TCNQ) molecules are partly 
deposited on the n-type Bi1.5Sb0.5Te1.7Se1.3 (BSTS) thin film surface, forming p – n 
junction on top surface. The carrier type of bottom and top surfaces were controlled by 
back gate to switch the TPNJ. Due to the opposite helicity of n and p type Dirac 
fermions, the transmission probability was prohibited at the interface for almost 
incident carrier, leading the suppressing of charge current which could be realized by 
measuring the longitudinal resistance across the junction with sweeping gate voltage. 
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7.1 Control of the Position of Fermi Level by Surface Transfer Doping  
Doping of semiconductors is the process of local manipulation of their carrier 
density which represents a key technology for semiconductor – based electric devices 
(121 – 123). Conventional doping is ion implantation which usually achieved via the 
bombardment of semiconductors with energetic ions followed by thermal annealing 
(122). This process has been very successful in silicon technology in the past few 
decades. However, in nanostructured materials such as nanowire (1D) or ultrathin film 
(2D), this process is unsuitable since bombardment of materials with energetic ions can 
create the damage, thereby degrading the device performance. Therefore, for the 
nanostructure materials or the weak organic semiconductor, instead of using classical 
bulk doping methods, new and nondestructive doping method has been developed in 
these materials at the near – surface regime. This implies on electron exchange between 
a semiconductor and dopants on its surface, and is referred to the surface transfer 
doping (122). The charge transfer process across the solid / solid interface as a result of 
misalignment of the Fermi levels on each side, leading the tuning of Fermi levels after 
equilibrium. The surface transfer doping process is illustrated by the schematic energy 
levels shown in Fig 7.2. For effective surface transfer doping process, the lowest 
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO level) of the surface adsorbates must be close to 
or below the valence band maximum (VBM) of the semiconductor for surface transfer 
p – type doping. In essence, surface transfer doping is a universal approach to altering 
the electronic properties of materials that can produce dramatic results.  
It was found that not only for conventional organic semiconductor, this doping 
process could be employed to move the Fermi level up or down with respect to the 
Dirac cone in graphene (123, 125). Coletti et al. exhibited the direct results from ARPES 
in which the Fermi level EF shifts progressively toward the Dirac point with increasing 
nominal thickness of the tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4 – TCNQ) 
film. After reaching the critical thickness (~ 1nm), depositing additional molecules did 
not give further doping. The result of hole doping to the graphene may have a great 
impact for 3D – TIs since it provided an easy and effective way to control the surface 
electronic structure. There were some reports that F4 – TCNQ could be used as 
acceptor molecular to tune the Fermi level of TSS without convolution with bulk bands 
for Bi2Se3 ultrathin film (126). For BSTS system, it was presented that the carrier type 
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could successfully be tuned via surface modification by using organic molecules (127). 
Depending on the carrier type of a single crystal, tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-
tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4-TCNQ)  or tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) with 
different electron affinities was employed to tune the Fermi level. According to these 
results, to tune the carrier type of Bi1.5Sb0.5Te1.7Se1.3 (n – type), F4 – TCNQ would be 
employed while using TCNQ for BiTeTeSe2 (p – type (127)). In the present experiment, 
the ultrathin BSTS films were grown with the Bi1.5Sb0.5Te1.7Se1.3 composition due to the 
high bulk insulating as well as the position of Fermi level inside the bulk band gap, 
confirmed by ARPES (43- 45).  Therefore, F4 – TCNQ was chosen as the acceptor 
molecular to tune the Fermi level in ultrathin Bi1.5Sb0.5Te1.7Se1.3 films. 
 
Figure 7.2 Schematic energy levels for p – type surface transfer doping process. Before 
electron transfer, the Fermi level (EF, ads) of the adsorbates is lower than that of the host 
semiconductor. Electron transfer from the host semiconductor valence band to the 
adsorbates` unoccupied acceptor states (LUMO) is energetically favored. In thermal 
equilibrium after electron transfer, Fermi level of both sides are aligned and the host 
semiconductor has a layer of accumulated holes at its surface, with equal amount of 
compensating electrons in adsorbates (123). 
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7.2 Fabrication of Topological p-n Junction with the As – Grown BSTS on 
Mica 
Bi1.5Sb0.5Te1.7Se1.3 thin films with t = 10 nm were prepared on the mica substrates 
by van der Waals epitaxy physical vapor deposition (63, 128). For this composition, the 
surface state is tuned to n-type under the insulating bulk state (43-45). Since the Dirac 
neutral point of the surface state in this composition is confirmed between the bulk 
valence and the conduction bands, the p-n junction on the surface states can be 
generated under the insulating bulk state. Film thickness was determined by a surface 
texture measuring instrument (Surfcom 1400G – Accretech) and an atomic force 
microscope (AFM, SII NanoTechnology). The composition of thin film was checked by 
Raman spectroscopy (Labram HR – 800, Horiba, 628 nm Laser excitation). Raman 
spectra were acquired from the laser wavelength of 628 nm, and five peaks were 
observed at 109, 125, 136, 156, and 163 cm-1, which are consistent with the previous 
results (63). The characterization of thin film was shown in Fig. 7.3. F4-TCNQ was 
deposited on the half of a BSTS thin film by thermal evaporation under the pressure of 
10-6 Pa to form the p-n junction on the top surface of BSTS thin films (Fig 7.3 (d)).This 
modification could realize conversion of the n-type topological surface of an as-grown 
sample with the stoichiometry of Bi1.5Sb0.5Te1.7Se1.3 to the p-type one via electron 
transfer from BSTS to F4-TCNQ owing to its strong electron affinity (5.25 eV) (129, 130) 
with almost no mechanical and thermal damage thanks to the low temperature process 
(ca. 600C) as well as the π-orbital soft contact as shown in Fig 7.1.  
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Figure 7.3 (a) Photograph image of 10 nm BSTS film grown on mica. The film covered 
all mica `s surface. (b) AFM image of 10 nm BSTS film. The large triangular terraces 
indicated the layer – by – layer growth mode. (c) Raman spectra and the fitting curve 
with five peaks at 109, 125, 136, 156 and 163 cm-1, revealed the Bi1.5Sb0.5Te1.7Se1.3 
composition (63). (d) Formation of TPNJ by depositing F4 – TCNQ on a half of surface. 
The transparent region was the pristine BSTS with 10 nm thickness while the green 
region was BSTS/F4 – TCNQ (10 / 50 nm).  
In order to confirm the formation of TPNJ, the electrical transport for both 
pristine BSTS and F4-TCNQ/BSTS were measured. Figure 7.4 (a) showed Hall 
resistance (Ryx) of pristine BSTS and F4-TCNQ/BSTS on mica as a function of magnetic 
field (B). For pristine BSTS, an n-type negative slope (blue color) was obtained while a 
p-type positive slope (red color) in the case of F4-TCNQ/BSTS. Longitudinal 
magnetoresistance (Rxx) of both pristine BSTS (blue color) and F4-TCNQ/BSTS (red 
color) were also exhibited in Fig. 7.4 (b) as a function of B. A convex-like shaped 
magnetoresistance (Rxx) was displayed, showing a typical weak-antilocalization (WAL) 
for a spin-momentum locked metallic surface (75-77). Importantly, one can clearly see 
Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations superimposed on the Rxx.  
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Figure 7.4 Magnetic field dependence of (a) the Hall resistivity Ryx and (b) the 
transverse magnetoresistance Rxx at 2 K for pristine BSTS and BSTS / F4- TCNQ on 
mica.  
 
Actually, there were some reports emphasized that performing the Landau fan 
diagram using the resistivity data and it was dangerous when 3D – TIs samples 
showed the strong coexistence of high contribution from trivial carriers (bulk carriers, 
2DEG at the accumulation layer) (44, 113). In the BSTS / F4 – TCNQ sample, 2DEG 
carriers could be formed at the top surface, and could give a parallel charge transport 
channel. Therefore, it was convenient to convert resistance to conductance for the 
analysis of Shubnikov de Haas (SdH) oscillation. The conductance was obtained by 
using the formula  
𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 =  𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥2 + 𝑅𝑅𝑦𝑦𝑥𝑥2                (7.1) 
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Figure 7.5  Shubnikov de Haas (SdH) oscillation  of the pristine BSTS sample with 
different way of analysis, from ΔRxx (orange) and from ΔGxx (blue). The almost same 
position of peaks and valleys were confirmed. The amplitude of the smaller oscillation 
was emphasized for the subtracting result of ΔGxx .  
 
To isolate the SdH oscillations, we defined Δ𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = 𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 − 〈𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥〉, where 〈𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥〉 was 
a smooth background. Here we used a polynomial function to simulate and fit the 
background curve. Fig 7.5 and Fig 7.6 showed the oscillation of the pristine BSTS and 
F4 – TCNQ / BSTS versus 1/B with two kind of analysis. The amplitude of the 
oscillations modulated with periodicity of 1/B and its decrease in intensity as a 
function of 1/B are consistent with the consequence of the SdH oscillations. For the 
pristine BSTS in Fig 7.5, the oscillation positions were not significantly changed 
between ∆𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 and ∆𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥. The small oscillation was emphasized in the performing by 
conductance Gxx. FFT result showed that in both case, we obtained two oscillations 
with different frequencies, around BF = 16 ~ 16.7 T and BF =  42.5 ~ 43.3T. However, the 
situation was very different in the case of BSTS / F4 – TCNQ, as shown in Fig 7.6. Not 
only the frequencies but also the oscillation phases were different between  ∆𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 and 
∆𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥. In this case, the F4 – TCNQ doping maybe give strong effect on the transport 
measurement data. The electron and hole in the top and bottom sample may 
compensate each other, leading the small value of Hall resistivity. Moreover, the 
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additional trivial carrier generated. As a result, we need to switch to ∆𝐺𝐺𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 for correctly 
using the minima in Gxx for a LL fan diagram. The fact that the oscillation periodicity 
was clearly different between pristine BSTS and F4-TCNQ/BSTS gave important 
evidences that the chemical potential was greatly modified by the charge transfer 
occurring at the interface between BSTS and F4-TCNQ.  
 
Figure 7.6 Shubnikov de Haas oscillation of the pristine BSTS sample with different 
way of analysis, from ΔRxx  (green) and from ΔGxx.(pink).  
 
Through fast Fourier transformation (FFT), the three oscillation periodicities 
were estimated to be BF = 3.55 T, 5.95 T and 14.5 T for BSTS/F4-TCNQ, as shown in Fig 
7.8. In order to estimate the Berry phase, we plotted Landau Level (LL) fan diagram by 
treating the valley (the peak) in ΔGxx as an integer n (a half integer n+1/2), as shown in 
Fig 7.7 (b) and Fig 7.8 (b). Applying a linear fit: N = (BF/B +α), α = 0.32 ± 0.02 (B = 16.7 
T) and   α = 0.5 ± 0.03 (43.3T) for pristine BSTS and α = 0.5 ± 0.07 (B = 3.55T) and 
α = 0.4 ± 0.05 (14.5 T), α ~ 0 (B = 5.25T) for F4 – TCNQ/ BSTS. The result of α = 0.5 
was consistent with the topological π Berry phase SS while α = 0 detected for another 
oscillation originates from trivial carriers. According to these results, we confirmed the 
existence of two topological SS for the pristine BSTS, corresponding with the top and 
bottom surface, while in the case of F4 – TCNQ / BSTS, three oscillations with one 
came from the trivial carriers was observed. It is noted that the trivial carriers to be 
ascribed to the surface accumulation layer were also frequently reported in the case of 
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p-type bulk BSTS, being consistent with the present data (44, 112). The experiment data 
clearly indicated that by using F4 – TCNQ deposited on a half of BSTS film, the Fermi 
level could be tuned not only for the top surface but also the bottom surface. Also, the 
obtained Hall resistance showed the changing of carrier type from n – type to p – type. 
However, with this structure, the real TPNJ have not obtained yet when the doping 
gave not enough effect on the bottom surface. TPNJ just happened on the top surface of 
film, while the bottom surfaces still kept as n- n (Fig. 7.9). In order to observe overall 
TPNJ in sample, the accurate controlling EF of bottom surfaces is essential. Therefore, 
samples were transferred on SiO2/Si (300 nm) for field effect transistor (FET) 
fabrication. 
 
Figure 7.7 (a) The Fast Fourier transformation of oscillations from pristine BSTS. Two 
oscillations with BF = 16.7 and BF = 43.3T were obtained from FFT analysis. (b) Landau 
level (LL) fan diagram plot, where the valley (the peak) in ΔGxx indicated as an integer 
n (a half integer n + 1/2). 
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Figure 7.8 (a) The Fast Fourier transformation of oscillations from BSTS/ F4 – TCNQ 
side. Three oscillations with BF = 3.55, BF = 5.95T and BF = 14.5T were obtained from 
FFT analysis. (b) A Landau level (LL) fan diagram plot, where the valley (the peak) in 
ΔGxx indicated as an integer n (a half integer n + 1/2). 
 
Figure 7.9 Schematic view of the TPNJ for the top and the bottom surface states (SSs) 
available from the present device. A half of top surface with F4- TCNQ changed to p- 
type while a bottom was n– type. 
7.3 Switching of In – Plane Topological p-n Junction  
Figure 7.10 (b) showed an evolution of four probe resistance (Rxx) across the 
TPNJ made on the top surface between pristine BSTS (n-type surface) and F4-
TCNQ/BSTS (p-type surface)  as a function of VG. In the range of VG between -90 and -
30 V, Rxx showed a markedly abrupt and step-like jump at two particular gate voltages: 
from 12 to 18 kΩ at VG = -30 V and from 14 to 28 kΩ at VG = -90 V. The high resistance 
values in this window can be compared with greatly lower resistance of ca. 7 kΩ at the 
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VG positively larger than +20 V (n - n contact at the interface both on the top and on the 
bottom) and ca. 12 kΩ at the VG negatively smaller than -130 V (p - p contact at the 
interface both on the top and on the bottom). A clear enhancement in Rxx observed in 
the TPNJ in the FET structure provided importantly and directly experimental 
evidence that the spin-locked topological p-n junction strongly scattered electron 
transmission, which was theoretically expected. In order to clarify this behavior come 
from the surface states of 3D – TIs, the information about the carrier’s type of top and 
bottom surface should be investigated.  
 
Figure 7.10 Electric transport of TPNJ device at 2 K. (a) Microscope view of a 
topological p-n junction device. BSTS thin film with 10 nm thickness grown on mica 
was transferred on a SiO2/Si substrate to fabricate a bottom gate field effect transistor. 
F4-TCNQ was partly deposited on the BSTS thin films to realize injection of holes on 
the partial area of BSTS. (b) A gate voltage (VG) dependence of a four probe resistance 
(Rxx) across the TPNJ made between pristine BSTS and BSTS/F4-TCNQ. Schematic 
views of the TPNJ for the top and the bottom surface states (SSs) available from the 
present device are illustrated. 
For having accurate information on the both surface states, we fabricated FET 
devices with a bottom gate (VG) of pristine BSTS and BSTS deposited F4/TCNQ on the 
top surface, as shown in the inset of Fig. 7.11 (a, b). Longitudinal resistance (Rxx, closed 
symbols) and Hall coefficient (RH, open symbols) were displayed as a function of VG in 
Fig. 7.11. For the pristine BSTS devices (Fig. 7.11 (a)), by sweeping the gate voltage, we 
obtained 2 peaks around -90 V and -130 V.  These peaks may indicate the position of 
the neutral points of top and bottom surfaces under tuning of bottom gate voltage.  
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While in the case of BSTS / F4 – TCNQ, the existence of the top and bottom topological 
surfaces were clearly recognized as the two transitions displaying a shoulder at around 
VG = -30 V both in Rxx and RH for F4-TCNQ/BSTS. The nearly RH = 0 at VG = 0 observed 
for F4-TCNQ/BSTS was the consequence of compensation of the Hall voltage between 
holes and electrons and indicated that the top surface became p-type by the F4-TCNQ 
modification with leaving the bottom surface still as an n-type due to the stronger 
charge transfer from BSTS to F4-TCNQ on the top surface than that on the bottom 
surface. When positive VG was applied, the sign of RH became negative towards a 
minimum and turned back to zero with keeping its negative sign, indicating that the 
both surface states could finally become n-type with increasing the number of electron 
carriers. On the other hand, when the negative VG was employed, the RH became 
positive first in sign and headed towards a maximum followed by a return to a small 
value with keeping the same sign. Accordingly, in the negative VG limit regime, both 
top and bottom topological surfaces could be tuned to be p-type. It should be noted 
that the applying voltage where the ambipolar behavior occurred in this device is 
completely different with pristine devices as shown in chapter 6. Under effect of F4 – 
TCNQ, the top surface has been converted to p - type, therefore, the ambipolar 
behavior happened at VG ~ -30V, while in the pristine BSTS with t = 10 nm, this 
behavior was confirmed around -90 V.  
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Figure 7.11 Gate voltage (VG) dependence of a four probe resistance (Rxx) probe and 
Hall coefficient (RH) calculated from Hall resistance (Ryx) at B = ± 9 T for bottom gate 
field effect transistor (FET) devices prepared on a SiO2/Si substrate (a) Pristine BSTS 
(b) BSTS/ F4 – TCNQ.  
According to the information on the topological surface states of both top and 
bottom obtained by electrical transport measurements, we could deduce a reasonable 
interpretation on our experimental data on our TPNJ experiments as the following 
scenario shown in Fig 7.10 (b). At VG = 20 V, the first TPNJ was created on the top (p-
F4-TCNQ/BSTS and n-BSTS). When VG = -30 V was applied as the bottom gate 
potential, the bottom surface of F4-TCNQ/BSTS could be tuned to p-type with leaving 
the both topological surface of BSTS as n-type. Consequently a TPNJ could be 
generated both on the top and the bottom surfaces in the rage of VG = -30 to -90 V. 
When VG reached -90 V, the bottom surface of the pristine BSTS was tuned to a p-type, 
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while the top surface state of BSTS remained as an n-type with bringing its chemical 
potential deeper into the Dirac-cone valence band on the surface. Finally, VG = -130V 
was applied, all topological surfaces including both the top and the bottom became p-
type so that a TPNJ completely disappeared. Consequently, the intriguing perfect TPNJ 
on the entire surface (both top and bottom) conduction channel could be made in the 
range of VG between -30 and -90 V. The scenario described here can explain our 
experimental observation in terms of an almost perfect spin-locked backward 
scattering of conduction electrons and holes, between the conduction and the valence 
topological Dirac-cone bands created on the surface. A dramatically sharp switching in 
resistance occurred due to the spin prohibited Klein tunneling of TPNJ in the both 
junction ends of the perfect TPNJ structure. 
Since the electronic circuit of TPNJ involving both top and bottom surfaces 
could be approximated as a parallel circuit connection of resistance, the equivalent 
electric circuit of the present device was depicted in Fig 7.12 (b) and the total resistance 
expected to be observed experimentally (Robs) could be described by  1
𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
= 1
𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵
𝑇𝑇 + 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐹4−𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇/𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇 +  1𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 + 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵 + 𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐹4−𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇/𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵        (7.2) 
where RT and RB denoted the resistance on the top and the bottom surfaces, 
respectively. RTPNJ was the resistance at the TPNJ, and RBSTS and RF4-TCNQ/BSTS were the 
resistances of the part of pristine BSTS and F4-TCNQ/BSTS. When the TPNJ was 
created on the both surfaces, 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = ∞  and 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵 =∞  could experimentally be 
expected as long as carrier conduction is spin locked-prohibited, and therefore Robs=∞. 
However, our experimental values were 18 - 27 kΩ. According to the earlier theoretical 
calculations (cite), small but finite transmission probability was reported when the 
momentum Py ~ 0 and the transmission of electrons and holes was perfectly prohibited 
for the other directions of momentum. Consequently, resistance at least one order of 
magnitude larger than that of the normal n-n or p-p connection was expected in the 
theory. Our present experimental values were smaller than such expectation values, 
although the real interpretation about this difference was not clear at the moment. In 
the case that TPNJ was created on the top surface and either n/n or p/p junction forms 
on the bottom surface (such situations can be realized under VG = - 30  ̶  20 V and VG = -
90  ̶  -130 V), conduction carriers could pass through the normal n - n or p - p junction 
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and the prohibited conduction due to the spin-momentum locking became less 
important. As a result, one can expect Robs= [RBn-BSTS+RBn-F4-TCNQ/BSTS] for VG = -30  ̶  20 V, 
and Robs= [RBp-BSTS+RBp-F4-TCNQ/BSTS] for VG = -130  ̶  -90 V. Our present experiments 
showed ca. 10 kΩ of RBn-BSTS + RBn-F4-TCNQ/BSTS at VG = -30 V and ca. 15 kΩ of RBp-BSTS+ RBp-
F4-TCNQ/BSTS, respectively and they were in good agreement with such expectation.  
   When make more quantitative discussion using the SdH oscillations and the 
Hall measurements, the following important messages became clear. The oscillations of 
SdH provide information on the carrier concentrations. From the oscillation periodicity 
of B = 16.7 T and 43.3 T for pristine BSTS and B = 3.55 T and 14.5 T for F4-TCNQ/BSTS 
under VG = 0, the carrier concentrations on the Dirac-cone surface bands could be 
evaluated to be 4.05*1011 (n) and 1.05*1012 cm-2 (n) for pristine BSTS and 8.61*1010 (p) 
and 3.52*1011 (n) cm-2 for F4-TCNQ/BSTS. We saw the clear abrupt jumps in the Rxx-VG 
in the FET output characteristics at VG = -30 and -90 V due to the TPNJ on both the top 
and the bottom surfaces. We could similarly find a similar transition at VG = 20 and -
130 V, although one transmission channel became normal at the bottom surface with 
either n/n or p/p, but the transitions were not completely clear for making a detailed 
discussion in the present experiments. By employing the relative dielectric permittivity 
3.8 of SiO2, the ideal hole number to be injected to BSTS could be evaluated to be 
2.1*1012 and 6.3*1012 cm-2 by gating of -30 and -90 V, respectively. Considering the fact 
that 1.05*1012 (n-type carrier) cm-2 of n/p (B) converted to p/p (B) by VG = -90 V, and 
from 3.52*1011 cm-2 of n/n (B) to n/p (B) at VG = -30 V, the field effect for carrier 
accumulation was less by 6~7 times than those of the ideal case. This situation seemed 
to be strongly associated with the fact that topological nontrivial Dirac-cone surface 
states are created via 1:1 correspondence with the bulk and cannot be topologically 
separated from each other.    
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Figure 7.12 Explanation for experimental data of Rxx across TPNJ as the function of 
bottom gate voltage. (a) Comparing with the ambipolar behavior of pristine BSTS and 
BSTS / F4-TCNQ devices, the step-like jump behavior of Rxx in TPNJ device occured in 
the range of -30 - -90 V, when the BSTS/ F4 – TCNQ region changed to p – type and 
BSTS region was still n type, forming the TPNJ in our device. (b)  The equivalent 
electric circuit of the present device. The electronic circuit of TPNJ involving both top 
and bottom surfaces could be described as a parallel circuit connection of resistance. (c) 
Assigning the oscillation`s frequencies from SdH oscillations by combining with gate 
dependence behavior of BSTS and BSTS/ F4-TCNQ FET devices.   
We have definitively confirmed that the current can transmit with very small 
transmission probability in the case that the electron momentum py ~ 0 in the spin 
locked TPNJ as the Klein tunneling. The resistance jumps of our present experiments 
were 15 kΩ and 5 kΩ at VG = -90 and -30 V, respectively. These values seemed not to be 
sufficiently large and the difference observed between these two voltages is not 
identical with each other. Further future studies are therefore necessary for both 
experiment and theory. 
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7.4 Conclusion 
 The present experimental results provide important clues for understanding 
TPNJ in 3D – TIs as well as logical circuits made on 3D – TI materials in the future. 
Most notably, this is the first achievement to our knowledge to investigate the in – 
plane PN junction of 3D – TIs. Our results provide experimental evidence for spin – 
filtering and superior rectification of spin expected by theory and suggest that this 
approach appears to be effective in 3D – TI research. However, the structure of TPNJ in 
our experiment may be not ideal yet, the completely spin – filtering between P – N 
have still not been confirmed yet in our experiment. Future work should therefore 
modify the device structure as well as improve sample quality to obtain the ideal 
results proposed by theory.    
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Chapter 8 
Conclusion 
Three – dimensional topological insulators have been attracting lots of attention owing 
to their time – reversal – symmetry – protected surface states. They are of interest for 
both fundamental and application researches because of special properties related to 
electrically insulating bulk states and the spin – helical surface states. In addition, the 
massive surface states generated by the breaking of time – reversal symmetry through 
the magnetic impurities or the hybridization of two surfaces in the ultrathin regime as 
well as the massless one plays an essential role in many novel effects predicted in TIs 
which may be useful for applications in the spintronics. Although a huge of interest 
and research activities in 3D – TIs has been envisioned in recent years, there are many 
experimental problems in the real materials to realize the theoretical expectations, such 
as, the large contribution of bulk carriers in transport which can suppress the surface 
states (SS). Employing nanostructures is one of the best solutions for this problem. 
Moreover, considering about the applications of 3D – TIs in spintronic or transistor 
devices, nanostructures such as thin films or nanowires are very useful.  
In this thesis, we demonstrated the large size and high quality BSTS ultrathin 
film grown by vapor – solid method and precisely controllable the film thickness from 
3 nm to 60 nm. The growth process of ultrathin BSTS films was performed using a 
modified version of a vapor – solid deposition method. The main modification was to 
employ a dual tube in the growth system. This setting allowed us to growth a very 
large – size and controllable thickness film on mica substrates. Characterization results 
of BSTS ultrathin film, including SEM-EDX, AFM, X - Ray diffraction, Raman 
spectroscopoy, revealed that high – quality ultrathin films with the appropriate 
chemical composition and crystal structure are grown.  
Then, we found that the high – quality BSTS grown on mica substrate in the 
centimeter scale can be transferred to SiO2/ Si substrates with any thickness, as low as 
2 ~ 3 nm while keeping the morphology as well as composition. The electrical 
transport measurement for as – grown films on mica and transferred films on SiO2/ Si 
(300 nm) were shown to prove the 3D-TI properties of our films.  
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For the massless system with t ≥ 8 nm , we demonstrated that our film quality 
is sufficient to determine the novel properties of the surface states. Ambipolar carrier 
transport of massless Dirac fermions as the topological surface as well as the robust 
SdH oscillations with π Berry’s phase were confirmed in present thin film. For the t = 3 
nm thin film, electric transport indicates the opening of energy gap on the surface 
states of BSTS ultrathin film i.e. massive Dirac fermion emerges which would give 
many interesting phenomena in 3D – TI research. Applying the high quality sample as 
well as transfer technique, we finally demonstrated the topological p – n junction to 
investigate one of the most important features of 3D – TIs: Klein tunneling on the spin 
helical surface states. Our results provided the first experimental evidence for spin – 
filtering and superior rectification of spin expected by theory and suggested that this 
approach appears to be effective in 3D – TI research. A useful feature of the current – 
induced spin – polarization direction which can be switched by tuning the Fermi level 
across the Dirac point with gating was realized in our experiment. For future 
researchers working on TIs, our study of BSTS ultrathin film will provide a promising 
method to realize the various novel devices proposed in the 3D-TIs.   
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